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Assessing and understanding intelligent agents is a difficult task for users who lack an AI background. “Ex-

plainable AI” (XAI) aims to address this problem, but what should be in an explanation? One route toward

answering this question is to turn to theories of how humans try to obtain information they seek. Informa-

tion Foraging Theory (IFT) is one such theory. In this article, we present a series of studies1 using IFT: the

first investigates how expert explainers supply explanations in the RTS domain, the second investigates what

explanations domain experts demand from agents in the RTS domain, and the last focuses on how both pop-

ulations try to explain a state-of-the-art AI. Our results show that RTS environments like StarCraft offer so

many options that change so rapidly, foraging tends to be very costly. Ways foragers attempted to manage

such costs included “satisficing” approaches to reduce their cognitive load, such as focusing more on What in-

formation than on Why information, strategic use of language to communicate a lot of nuanced information

in a few words, and optimizing their environment when possible to make their most valuable information

patches readily available. Further, when a real AI entered the picture, even very experienced domain experts

had difficulty understanding and judging some of the AI’s unconventional behaviors. Finally, our results re-

veal ways Information Foraging Theory can inform future XAI interactive explanation environments, and

also how XAI can inform IFT.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → User studies; • Computing methodologies → Intel-

ligent agents;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Explainable AI, StarCraft, information foraging, empirical studies with

humans, qualitative analysis, humans evaluating AI

1This article contains revised versions of References [14, 51], comparison of their results, and new study of humans assess-

ing a real AI.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Suppose a domain expert with no AI background must assess an AI agent in their domain. Al-
though a user can already observe the system without explanations, machine learning systems
typically appear as “black boxes” to end-users, as users are not shown why the system behaves
the way it does [33]. Ideally, the system could provide explanations to the human assessor in a
user-friendly way to improve their mental model. If a domain expert making such assessments is
not an expert in the complex AI models, there may be a gap between the knowledge they need to
make such assessments vs. the knowledge they have in the domain. To close this gap, a growing
area known as “explainable AI (XAI)” aims to enable domain experts to understand complex AI sys-
tems by requesting explanations. Prior work has shown that such explanations can improve mental
models [33, 35], user satisfaction [2, 27], and users’ ability to effectively control the system [5, 7, 34].

To create an explanation system, we set out to draw from the expertise of expert “explanation
suppliers” to understand how they structure, produce, and phrase explanations in their domain.
We also drew from “explanation consumers” to understand how a system that provides explana-
tions can support users’ information-seeking in the environment. The domain we used for our
investigation was real-time strategy (RTS) games.

1.1 Why RTS?

RTS games are a popular test bed for artificial intelligence (AI) research, and platforms supporting
such research continue to improve [72]. Part of the interest in the RTS domain stems from how
challenging it is for AI, due to real-time adversarial planning requirements within sequential, dy-
namic, and partially observable environments [50]. In fact, among the categories for AI domains
proposed by Russell and Norvig [63], RTS consistently falls among the hardest categories. As a
result, the planning problem in RTS is quite complex, and planning problems are important for a
wide variety of intelligent agents (e.g., AI controlled groups of robots [69]). Ideally, an interactive
explanation system could help users of such systems assess when the agent is making decisions
“for the right reasons,” to ward off “lucky guesses” and legal/ethical concerns (see Reference [32]).

The essence of RTS games is that players compete for control of territory by fighting for it. Each
player raises an army to fight their opponents, which takes resources and leads players to Build
new bases to gain more resources. Players also can consume resources to create Scouting2 units,
which lets them learn about their enemies’ movements to enable Fighting in a strategic way. (For
a more in-depth explanation of the domain, refer to Online Appendix A or Ontañón, et al. [50].)

This article considers how an automated RTS explanation generator should behave, via three
formative studies. We chose StarCraft II as our specific RTS because of the following attributes:

• Shoutcasters: StarCraft has risen to the point of e-sport, leading to professional play and
commentary. In StarCraft e-sports, two players compete while shoutcasters provide real-
time commentary, usually as a pair. Shoutcasters (Shoutcasters Study) can help provide
insights for XAI tools. We can learn where and how shoutcasters forage in the domain to

2An important element of StarCraft is the “fog-of-war” mechanic, where the environment is only partially observable

(shown later in Figure 5). Thus, players must actively discover the actions their opponents are taking.
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find information needed to generate their commentary and explanations—which are valued
by their consumers (e-sport audiences), as evidenced by the fact that people pay shoutcast-
ers to produce this content. We can also use the types of explanations that shoutcasters
generate as a basis of comparison for what participants in our Game Enthusiasts Study
actually seek.

• Information Foraging Tools: StarCraft is mature software, so we can run our Game
Enthusiasts Study with participants investigating replays using built-in tools. Further,
these tools are very similar to those used by shoutcasters.

• AI: DeepMind has released libraries for AI development in StarCraft [72] and subsequently
created a superhuman AI [73]. However, it does not explain itself, so we investigated how
shoutcasters and a professional player went about understanding it in our AlphaStar Study
using multiple kinds of analyses, with some using the tools from the Shoutcaster Study and
others using the tools from the Game Enthusiasts Study. Figure 2 clarifies this relationship.

1.2 Research Goals

To consider how people might develop an understanding of an AI agent’s behavior, we drew from
multiple perspectives. The Shoutcasters Study analyzed the “supply” of expert explanations in the
RTS domain. The Game Enthusiasts Study investigated the “demand,” or how users would request
and consume information while performing agent assessment. Finally, to complement the fact that
in both the Shoutcasters and Game Enthusiasts Studies the player was a human, in the AlphaStar
Study the player was an AI agent. We use these different perspectives to triangulate, compare, and
contrast the results.

The overall goals of this work were to investigate the following:

(1) What questions can commentary by shoutcasters answer and how are they composed?
(2) What foraging challenges do domain experts face when they assess an agent performance?
(3) How do the utterances and foraging behaviors of shoutcasters compare to domain experts?
(4) How do the behaviors of assessors differ when they evaluate a real AI, as opposed to when

they evaluate humans?

This article also contributes the first study to investigate how expert suppliers of explanations meet
the demands of explanation consumers who are assessing an RTS intelligent, from the perspective
of Information Foraging Theory (IFT). IFT is a theoretical framework that can enable generalization
beyond the features of a specific interface, connecting our results with other work on humans
engaged in information-seeking settings. Our aim is to contribute new insights for both future
XAI systems and to reveal open problems in IFT.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In XAI, what are explanations actually for? One characterization is that their purpose is to improve
the mental models of the AI systems’ users. Mental models, defined as “internal representations
that people build based on their experiences in the real world,” enable users to predict system
behavior [49]. In essence, the goal of XAI explanations is to improve users’ mental models of
a system enough to succeed at tasks requiring a rudimentary understanding, such as assessing
whether an AI agent is “good enough” for their purposes.

Through their influences on users’ mental models, explanations can be powerful in shaping the
attitudes and skills of users. Tullio et al. [70] examined mental models for a system that predicted
the interruptibility of their managers. They found that the overall structure of their participants’
mental models was largely unchanged over the six-week study, although they did discount some
initial misconceptions. Bostandjiev et al. studied a music recommendation system and found that
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explanations led to a remarkable increase in user-satisfaction [7]. To improve mental models by
increasing transparency of a machine learning system, Kulesza et al. identified principles for ex-
plaining (in a “white box” fashion) how machine learning–based systems make their predictions
more transparent to the user [33]. In their study, participants used a prototype based on these
principles and showed up to 52% improvement in their mental model quality. Anderson et al. [3]
explore different explanation strategies and the effect of these strategies on the mental models of
non-AI experts about an AI agent. Among the conclusions, they found that a combination of ex-
planation strategies can be more effective at improving mental models than using one or another.

Several studies have also found that explanations have been able to improve users’ ability to
control the system. Stumpf et al. investigated how users responded to explanations of machine
learning predictions, finding that participants were willing to provide a wide range of feedback to
improve the system [67]. Kulesza et al. found that the participants who were best able to customize
recommendations were the ones who had adjusted their mental models the most in response to ex-
planations about the recommender system [34]. Further, those same participants found debugging
more worthwhile and engaging. Similarly, the study by Roy et al. [62] investigates the relationship
between automation accuracy and controllability of an automated task. They observed that high
controllability and self-reported satisfaction remained constant even with very low accuracy.

In the domain of this article—intelligent agents in RTS games—there is research into AI ap-
proaches [50] but little research investigating what humans need or want explained. One exception
is the work of Cheung et al., who studied how people watch the RTS genre and created personas
for various types of viewers [10]. One of these personas was a shoutcaster persona, and Che-
ung et al. discussed how shoutcasters affect the spectator experience [10]. Another contingent
of researchers is working toward applying machine learning to automatically summarize differ-
ent aspects of sports, potentially assisting sportscasters or shoutcasters in their work. Examples
include automatically generating e-sports statistics [68], automatically extracting football play di-
agrams from raw video [66], and dialog evaluation systems (e.g., Reference [43]), which could be
used by future attempts to generate automated commentary from replays to assess the quality of
the generated shoutcasters. More directly relevant to our work, Metoyer et al. studied how experi-
enced players provided explanations in the RTS domain to novice users while demonstrating how
to play the game [46]. Our work draws upon the qualitative coding schemes they developed from
the content and structure of the expert players’ explanations.

The work most similar to one of the studies we present in this article is Kim et al.’s study of
agent assessment in StarCraft [29]. Their study invited experienced players to assess skill levels
and overall performance of AI bots by playing against them. They observed differences between
humans’ ranking and an empirical ranking based on the bots’ win rate at AI competitions. Building
on that work, Kim et al. applied a similar methodology where participants compared multiple AIs
(selected longitudinally from five years of AI competitions) by playing against each [30]. They
observed that StarCraft AI was still quite weak compared to humans3 (humans won 88% of the
matches). Further, they coded reasons their participants provided for their performance scores
and presented some recommendations for AI developers to improve their AIs. Our work differs
from theirs in that our participants did not play (first-person perspective), but instead strove to
understand and explain by interacting with a game replay (third-party observer perspective).

In everyday conversation, people obtain explanations by asking questions. Drawing on this
point, Lim et al. categorized questions people ask about AI systems in terms of “intelligibility

3Very recently, AI made significant progress in this aspect when DeepMind’s AlphaStar beat MaNa, one of the world’s

strongest professional StarCraft players, following a successful benchmark match against his teammate TLO [73]. Al-

phaStar played the full game of StarCraft II, using a deep neural network that is trained directly from raw game data by

supervised learning and reinforcement learning.
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types” [41]. Their work investigated participants’ information demands about context-aware intel-
ligent systems powered by decision trees, determining which explanation types provided the most
benefit to users. They found the most often demanded questions were why and why not (why did
or didn’t the system do X?). We provide more details of that work and build on it in later sections.

In recognition of the particular importance of these two intelligibility types, researchers have
been working on Why and Why Not explanations in domains such as database queries [6, 24],
robotics [22, 44, 61], email classification [36], and pervasive computing [71]. Many of these tech-
niques are also applicable to models treated as a “black box” [21, 31, 60].

Other research has built upon Lim et al.’s intelligibility types by demonstrating that the intelligi-
bility type(s) a system supports impact which aspects of users’ attitudes are affected. For example,
Cotter et al. found that justifying why an algorithm works the way it does (but not how it works)
increased users’ confidence (blind faith) in the system—but did not improve their trust (beliefs that
inform a full cost-benefit analysis) in the system [13]. Further, it seems that the relative importance
of the intelligibility types may vary from one domain to another. For example, Castelli et al. found
that in the smart homes domain, users showed a strong interest in What questions, but few other
intelligibility types [9]. Finally, some of these intelligibility types have attracted attention from
social scientists who seek to help ground AI researchers’ efforts in cognitive theories [25, 47].

Inspired by works such as Hoffman et al. and Miller [25, 47], our article also employs a cognitive
theory lens-–information foraging theory (IFT)—because explaining AI to people involves those
people seeking (“foraging for”) information. We chose IFT because of its prior success in both
explaining people’s information seeking behaviors and in informing designs to support those be-
haviors. IFT has a long history of revealing useful and usable information functionalities in other
information-rich domains, especially web environments [57] and software development environ-
ments [16, 54, 58]. Further, IFT has been shown to be particularly pertinent to domain experts like
end-user programmers attempting to understand and assess system behaviors [4, 20, 37, 38, 65].
Although IFT constructs have been used to understand human information-seeking behavior in
these situations and others such as web navigation [11, 17], debugging [16, 38, 54], and other soft-
ware development tasks [48, 52, 55, 58], IFT has not been used in RTS environments like StarCraft
II. This is one of the gaps our work aims to help fill.

3 METHODOLOGY

To inform the design of explanation systems, we collected explanations from experts in the RTS
domain (shoutcasters) and comments from game enthusiasts trying to understand an RTS game
(played by human players) to investigate how their explanation-oriented behaviors aligned. We
also collected data from shoutcasters and players trying to understand an RTS game played by an
AI agent. Our overall research questions were:

RQ1 What information do explanation suppliers (professional shoutcasters) seek about an RTS
game being played, where do they look, how do they seek it to supply explanations, and
what do their explanations contain?

RQ2 What information do explanation seekers (our participants) seek about an RTS game being
played, and how do they seek it?

RQ3 How strong is the alignment between the explanation supply from RTS experts (shoutcast-
ers) and demand from RTS enthusiasts (our participants)?

RQ4 How do the answers to these questions change when a real AI plays RTS games?

3.1 Shoutcasters Study: Expert Suppliers of Explanations

The purpose of the shoutcasters study was to understand how expert explainers in the RTS domain
construct explanations. In StarCraft, as in other settings (e.g., Reference [28]), “commentators
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are valued for their ability to expose the depth of the game. . . .as information gatekeepers, the
commentator (along with the observer-cameraman) is the person who has the most influence on the
audience” [10]. To ensure we studied high-quality explanations and gameplay, we considered only
games from professional tournaments denoted as “Premier,” or among the top 30, by TeamLiquid.4

For empirical viability, we considered only matches that had games that are not hours long. Using
these criteria, we selected 10 matches available with video-on-demand from professional Star-
Craft II tournaments between 2016 and 2017 (Online Appendix Table B.13). Because professional
tournaments have differing amount of games per match, we decided to randomly select one game
from each match we chose for analysis. By selecting one game per match, we were able to obtain
a diverse pool of shoutcasters and professional players to analyze. In our shoutcaster study, 16
distinct individuals appeared across the 10 videos, with two shoutcasters commentating each time.

3.1.1 Analysis Methods. Our first step was to filter shoutcasters’ utterances. Because shoutcast-
ers have an audience to both inform and entertain, they tend to fill dead air time with jokes. To
filter these out, two researchers independently coded 32% of statements in the shoutcaster study
corpus as relevant or irrelevant to explaining the game. We achieved a 95% inter-rater reliability
(IRR), as measured by the Jaccard index. (The Jaccard index is the size of the intersection of the
codes applied by the researchers divided by the size of the union [26].) After achieving agreement,
the researchers split up and coded the remainder of the corpus. As a result of applying this filter,
each statement had at least some explanatory power. We did not quantify relevancy further, though
it could range from events plainly visible onscreen to deep dives on players’ strategic choices.

Implicit questions answered: We then coded the resulting set of shoutcasters’ utterances in terms
of what (implicit) questions the shoutcasters were answering with their explanations, using the
Lim & Dey [40] question types. We added a Judgment code to capture shoutcaster evaluation on the
quality of actions. Using this code set (detailed later in Section 4), two researchers independently
coded 34% of the 1,024 explanations in the shoutcaster study corpus, with 80% inter-rater reliability
(Jaccard). After achieving IRR, the researchers split up the remainder of the coding (Section 4’s
Table 2 and Figure 3).

Explanation content: We also coded the explanation content, drawing on Metoyer’s analysis of
explaining Wargus games [46] as a code set, and adding a few more codes to handle differences in
the games played and the study structure. Two researchers independently coded the shoutcaster
study corpus, one category at a time (e.g., objects, actions), achieving an average of 78% IRR on
more than 20% of the data in each category. One researcher then finished coding the remainder of
the corpus (summarized in Section 4’s Table 4 and detailed in Online Appendix Table B.15).

Where and how they found information: To analyze where and how shoutcasters foraged for
the information from which they constructed their information, we coded using IFT constructs.
The “where’s” came from patches, so we simply counted the casters’ navigations among patches.
Changes in the display screen identified most of these5 for us automatically. For the “how’s” of
their foraging, we coded the 110 instances of caster navigation by the context where it took place,
based on player actions—Building, Fighting, Moving, Scouting—or simply caster navigation. Two
researchers independently coded 21% of the data in this manner, with IRR of 80%. After achieving
IRR, one researcher coded the remainder of the data; the complete code set is given in Online
Appendix Table B.16.

4TeamLiquid is a multi-regional eSports organization that takes a keen interest in professional StarCraft II. http://wiki.

teamliquid.net/starcraft2/Premier_Tournaments.
5But if a caster points at something to bring the other’s attention to it—but does not have the mouse—the viewer cannot

see it. If the caster uses a keyboard shortcut to look at something, it could be another thing the viewer cannot see or notice.
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Fig. 1. A screenshot from our study, with participants anonymized (bottom right corner). Superimposed red
boxes point out: (1, bottom left) the Minimap, a bird’s-eye view enabling participants navigate around the
game map; (2: top left) a drop-down menu to display the Production tab for a summary of build actions in
progress; (3, middle right) Time Controls to rewind/forward or change speed. Our data collection device also
captured the participants’ faces during the study (bottom right corner), but we have removed portions from
this capture that might compromise participants’ anonymity.

3.2 Game Enthusiasts Study: Seekers of Explanations

For game enthusiasts’ perspectives, we conducted a pair think-aloud study, where participants
worked to understand and explain the behavior of an intelligent agent playing StarCraft II, a pop-
ular RTS game [50] that has been used for AI research [72]. We brought participants in as pairs
because of the social norm of communicating continuously when working with another person, a
norm we leveraged to gather as much verbal data as possible.

3.2.1 Study Setup. Our setting for the study was StarCraft II replay files. A StarCraft II replay
file contains an action history of a game, but no information about the players (i.e., no pictures
of players and no voice audio). The StarCraft II replay tool also provides functionalities allowing
players to gather additional information about the replay on demand, such as by navigating around
the game map, drilling down into production information, pausing, rewinding, fast-forwarding,
and more, as shown in Figure 1.

For this study, we used Game 3 of a match between professional players ByuL and Stats
during the IEM Season XI - Gyeonggi tournament.6 The replay we chose to analyze was a
representative sample in terms of game flow, e.g., initially building up economy, some scouting,
then transitioning to increasing combat [50]. Also, this match had been analyzed by shoutcasters,
allowing us to to compare analysis strategies between shoutcasters and our participants, as

6The IEM tournament series is denoted as a “Premier Tournament,” just as our video files from the shoutcaster study were.

The replay file is public at: http://lotv.spawningtool.com/23979/.
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discussed in Section 5.2.3. Further, this choice allowed us increase the size and variety—in terms
of shoutcaster and player representation—of our shoutcaster study data corpus.

3.2.2 Deception: A Fake AI. Our study included an element of (IRB-approved) deception: We
told the participants that one of the players they were observing was an AI, even though that
was untrue. To do so, we hid both (human) players’ names, displaying them as Human and
CPU1, and told participants that CPU1 was under AI control. To encourage them to aim for a real
understanding of an agent and its weaknesses, we also told them the AI was not fully developed
and had some flaws.

An alternative to deception might have been to use a replay of a game with an intelligent agent
playing, but we were unable to do so because of two constraints: (1) We needed replay files that
had high-quality gameplay. (2) We preferred replay files that had been analyzed by shoutcasters.
However, at the time of our study, we were unable to locate an analyzed intelligent agent in the RTS
domain with high enough quality for our investigation,7 i.e., without limitations like exploiting “a
strategy only successful against AI bots but not humans” [29].

Participants believed our deception and were convinced that the player in the replay, CPU1,
was an AI. For example, Pair5-P10 speculated about the implementation, “he must have been pro-
grammed to spam.” Some participants speculated on what advantages the AI should have:

Pair10-P19: “Well, ideally, the AI can perfectly multitask.”
Pair5-P10: “Zerg player seems to be very focused on spreading creep [corruption of
the terrain, granting Zerg units faster movement], and because he is an AI he does it
well.”

Participants did notice, however, the AI at times behaved like a human:

Pair10-P20: “I’ve not thought of that angle for some reason: The AI trying to act like
a human.”

3.2.3 Participants. We wanted participants familiar with the StarCraft user interface and basic
game elements, but without knowledge of machine learning or AI concepts, so we recruited Star-
Craft players at Oregon State University with at least 10 hours of prior experience—but excluding
computer science students. Also, to avoid language difficulties interfering with the think-aloud
data, we accepted only participants with English as their primary language. With these criteria,
20 undergraduate students participated (3 females and 17 males), with ages ranging from 19–41,
whom we paired based on availability. Participants had an average of 93 hours of casual StarCraft
experience and 47 hours of competitive StarCraft experience (Online Appendix Table B.14).

3.2.4 Main Task Procedures. For the main task, each pair of participants interacted with a 16-
minute StarCraft II replay while we video-recorded them. Before they started, we gave them a
short tutorial of the interactive replay instrumentation’s capabilities (Figure 1), which allowed
participants to actively forage for information within the replay. Examples of foraging options in
this environment were to move around the game map, move forward or backward in time, find out
how many units each player had, and drill down into specific buildings or units. Note that these
features are the same as those available to shoutcasters, except time controls, since shoutcasters
must commentate in real-time.8

Participants watched and foraged together as a pair to try to make sense of the agent’s decisions.
One participant controlled the keyboard and mouse for the first half of the replay, and then the

7After we completed this study, a system satisfying these constraints became available, which we employed in our

AlphaStar study (Section 3.3).
8Table 8 shows task times for game enthusiasts, alongside a comparison with shoutcaster time (equal to game length).
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Table 1. Interview Questions (Drawn from Prior Research [55]),
and the Triggers That Caused Us to Ask Them

When a participant paused the replay...
- What about that point in time made you stop there?
- Did you consider stopping on that object at any other point in time?

When a participant navigated to a patch...
- What about that part of the game interface/map made you click there?
- Did you consider clicking anywhere else on the game interface/map?

When a participant navigated away from a patch (or unpaused)...
- Did you find what you expected to find?
- What did you learn from that click/pause?
- Did you have a different goal for what to learn next?

second player took over for the second half. To help them focus on the decisions, we asked them
to write down key decision points, which we defined for them as, “an event which is critically
important to the outcome of the game.” Whenever they encountered what they thought was a
key decision point, they were instructed to fill out a form with its time stamp, a note about it,
and which player(s) the decision point was about. In this study, all participants were successful in
determining what a decision point should be based on our informal explanation.

3.2.5 Retrospective Interview. After the main task, we conducted a multi-stage interview based
on the actions the participants took during the main task, to add context to what participants wrote
down during the main task. To do so, we played parts of our recording of their main task session,
pausing along the way to ask why they chose the decision points they did. The wording we used
was: “In what way(s)is this an important decision point in the game?”

We went through the main task recording again, pausing at navigations to ask questions drawn
from prior research [55]. See Table 1 for a full listing of the interview questions and their triggers.
Since there can be so many navigations in one game, we sampled pre-determined time intervals
to enable covering several instances of each type of navigation for all participant pairs.

3.2.6 Analysis Methods. To investigate what information participants sought, we qualitatively
coded instances in the main task where participants asked a question out loud, using the codeset
outlined later in Table 2. We have already described this codeset (Section 4), because we used it on
the shoutcaster data, where we achieved inter-rater reliability (IRR)—80% agreement on 34% of that
corpus. Given that, the same researchers also split up the coding of the participant data (Table 5).

Questions asked: To investigate the types of information participants were seeking when asking
what questions, a group of three researchers affinity-diagrammed the participant data, generating
six categories: Where, Information Availability, Identification, Quantification, When, and Resolv-
ing Confusion. They then used these categories as a codeset. After an IRR of 83% was achieved on
more than 20% of the game enthusiasts study corpus, one researcher coded the remainder of the
corpus. The code set will be detailed further Section 4.3 (Table 6).

Where/how they found information: To compare participant foraging behaviors with shoutcast-
ers, we collected the same navigations within the information interface as in Section 3.1.1 (Table 9).

Reasons to forage: To investigate which foraging paths participants took, we qualitatively an-
alyzed their responses to the interview questions. To develop a code set to answer the question
“Why was the participant seeking information? ” a group of four researchers started with affinity-
diagramming to categorize participants’ answers, which produced the following codes: Monitoring
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Fig. 2. A depiction of the data sources used in this article and how they relate to each other. (AlphaStar
Study’s Non-Live IFT analysis is in the Supplemental Documents only.) SS = Shoutcaster Study, GES =Game
Enthusiast Study, AS = AlphaStar Study. StarCraft II’s Live vs. Non-Live (replay) tools are very similar; the
biggest difference is that with the Non-Live tool, an analyst can pause and move backward/forward in time.

State, Updating Game State, Obsolete Domain, and New Event. Two researchers then individually
qualitatively coded the participants’ responses using this code set on 20% of the data, achieving
80% agreement. One researcher then completed coding the remainder alone (Table 7).

What decisions were “key”: Finally, to investigate the foraging cues that participants tied with
decisions, we qualitatively coded the decision point forms that the participants used during the
main task. Affinity-diagramming produced four codes: building/producing, scouting, moving, and
fighting. We coded 24% of the 228 identified decision points according to this code set and reached
IRR of 80%, at which point one researcher coded the remaining data (Table 10, Figures 9 and 10).

3.3 AlphaStar Study

After we completed the first two studies, DeepMind released AlphaStar, an AI capable of defeating
professional StarCraft players [73]. To demonstrate their achievement, they released several videos
and replays from the matches. These files enabled us to obtain three new types of data, outlined
in Figure 2: (1) Live shoutcaster analysis of AlphaStar’s play by two of the shoutcasters from
our shoutcaster study (Artosis and Rotterdam). (2) Non-live analysis from a player’s perspective
(player MaNa). (3) Non-live analysis from a shoutcaster’s perspective (shoutcaster Artosis).

What shoutcasters and players observed: For the non-live analysis (i.e., no time pressure, so the
game can be freely rewound/paused/etc.), we were not able to conduct interviews, so the approach
outlined in Section 3.2.6 was not available. However, it was clear from each video on AlphaStar
that the AI took actions that the players and shoutcasters thought were odd. Thus, we focused on
how they approached discovering, understanding, and judging these types of behaviors.

Where and how they found information: To do this, we performed an IFT analysis as outlined
in Section 3.1.1.9 Next, we analyzed the text document shoutcaster Artosis generates during his
non-live session with the replays. Note that Artosis does the live cast and then does the non-live

9See our supplemental materials for these data.
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Fig. 3. Lim & Dey question frequency. Questions answered by shoutcasters, with one glyph per team. Y-axis
represents percentages of the utterances that answered that category of question (X-Axis). Note how casters
structured answers consistently, with both a similar frequency ranking and similar usage frequencies.

Table 2. Utterance Types

Code Freq Description Example

What 595 What the player did or anything
about game state

“The liberators are moving forward as well”

What Could
Happen

376 What the player could have
done or what will happen

“Going to be chasing those medivacs away”

How To 233 Explaining rules, audience tips,
directives, high level strategies

“He should definitely try for the counter attack
right away”

*Judgment 112 Evaluation of player actions “Very good snipe there for Neeb”

Why Did 27 Why the player performed an
action

“...that allowed Dark to hold onto that 4th base, it
allowed him to get those ultralisks out”

Why Didn’t 6 Why the player did not perform
an action

“The probe already left a while ago, so we knew
it wasn’t going to be a pylon rush”

This code set is based on the schema proposed by Lim & Dey. The asterisk denotes the code that we added, Judgment, be-

cause the casters judged actions based on their quality. (Note the total is greater than 1,024, because explanations answered

multiple questions and/or fit into multiple categories.)

analysis, so this artifact contains his initial questions, a summary of each analyzed game, and an
in-depth analysis of a single AI behavior (we expand on this in Section 6). Last, we collected data
on the length of each game as well as the time to analyze that performance to compare with our
participants’ in-lab task times from Study 2. See Figure 2 for a description of the data sources used
in our studies and how they relate to each other.

4 RESULTS: THE SHOUTCASTERS

Shoutcasters are both expert explainers and expert information foragers in this domain. To con-
sider both of these roles, we expand RQ1 (Information shoutcasters seek to provide explanations)
into four parts: Implicit questions, Explanation components, Shoutcasters’ patches, and Foraging
patterns.

4.1 RQ1.1 Implicit questions shoutcasters’ explanations answer

Shoutcasters crafted explanations to answer implicit questions (i.e., questions their audience
“should be” wondering) about player actions. Thus, drawing from prior work about the nature
of questions people ask about AI, we coded the 1,024 shoutcasters’ explanations using the Lim &
Dey intelligibility types [41] as per Section 3.

The shoutcasters were remarkably consistent (Figure 3) in the types of implicit questions they
answered. As Table 2 sums up, the shoutcasters overwhelmingly chose to answer What, with What
Could Happen and How To also high on their list. While Lim & Dey [40] found that Why was
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Table 3. The Different Definitions of “What” from Lim’s Work
in Context-aware Applications and This Article

Author Description Source
B. Lim What is the value in the context? [42]
B. Lim & A. Dey What is the system doing? [41]
B. Lim & A. Dey What (else) is the system doing? [40]
(this article) Anything about game state.

the most demanded explanation type from participants, the shoutcasters rarely provided Why
answers. More specifically, in the Lim & Dey study, approximately 48 of 250 participants, (19%)
demanded a Why explanation. In contrast, in our study only 27 of the shoutcasters’ 1,024 utterances
(approximately 3%) were Why answers, versus 595 What answers.

Although definitions on what the “What” explanation type actually is can vary (Table 3), the
value of “What” to XAI is not controversial. Lim & Dey showed that AI users inquire about a
system’s present, past, and/or future state and behavior in a variety of ways. For example, consider
an alert system to remind a user about an upcoming anniversary. Users might ask the system what
values led to this decision, such as the date on the calendar and their availability that day (Table 3,
Line 1). They might also ask about what the system will do about the situation, such as to flash a
light to remind them or to show a picture of their spouse (Line 2). They might also ask what else
the system is doing, such as booking a table at a restaurant or ordering flowers for the significant
other, which it might not display to the user (Line 3). Our definition (Line 4) aims to unify these
concepts, since all of these definitions seemed to point towards the idea of state.

4.1.1 Discussion and Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System.
Why so few Whys? Should an automated explainer, like shoutcasters, eschew Why explanations,

in favor of What?
Shoutcasters explained in real time as the players performed their actions, and it takes time to

understand the present, predict the future, and link the two. Spending time in these ways reduces
the time available for explaining interesting activities happening in present. The corpus showed
shoutcasters interrupting themselves and each other as new events transpired, as they tried to
keep up with the time constraints. This also has implications to the audience’s workflow, because
the audience must mentally process shoutcasters’ departures from present action, even when in-
teresting events unfold continuously.

Even more critical to an automated explanation system, Why questions also tend to require extra
effort (cognitive or computing resources), because they require connecting two time slices. For ex-
ample, to construct the following Why explanation, shoutcasters had to connect past information
(scouting the phoenix) with a prediction of the future (investing in spore crawlers):

Shoutcaster Team 10: “After seeing the first phoenix [flying unit] and, of course, the
second one confirmed, Snute is going to invest in a couple spore crawlers [air defense
structure].”

Answering Why Didn’t questions was even rarer than answering Why questions (Table 2). Like
Why questions, Why Didn’t questions required shoutcasters to make a connection between pre-
vious game state and a potential current or future game state. For example,

Shoutcaster Team 2: “The probe [worker unit] already left a while ago, so we knew it
wasn’t going to be a pylon [support structure] rush.”
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Why Didn’t answers’ rarity is consistent with the finding that understanding a Why Didn’t expla-
nation requires even more mental effort than a Why explanation [41].

As for an interactive explanation system, supporting Why questions requires solving both a
temporal credit assignment problem (determining the effect of an action taken at a particular time
on the outcome) and a structural one (determining the effect of a particular system element on the
outcome). See Reference [1] for an accessible explanation of these problems.

Can we approximate Why? The shoutcasters found a potentially “satisficing” approximation of
Why, a combination of What and What Could Happen, the two most frequent explanation types.
Their What answers explained what the player did, what happened in the game, and description of
the game state. These were all things happening in the present and did not require the additional
cognitive steps required to answer Why or Why Didn’t, which may have contributed to its high
frequency. For example:

Shoutcaster Team 4: “And now [marines are going] on to [kill] the SCVs [workers],
we need to see some units here for Xy.”

This example illustrates What (marines killing Player Xy’s workers) combined with What Could
Happen (a possibility that in the future we might “see some units”; i.e., some reinforcements arriv-
ing). However, the statement makes no explicit causal linkage between the two events and is thusly
not a Why, although a knowledgeable listener might infer that the reinforcements are intended to
protect the workers. Combinations like this enabled the shoutcasters to predict the future from
the present, without also requiring them to connect current or future states to information they
would have had to recall or re-find from past states.

The other two frequent intelligibility types in shoutcasters’ commentary, Judgment and How
To, also sometimes approximated “Why” information. For Judgment, shoutcasters evaluated an
action:

Shoutcaster Team 1: “Nice maneuver from [player] Jjakji, he knows he can’t fight
[player] Neeb front on right now, he needs to go around the edges”

Casters gave the audience tips and explained high-level strategies for How To. For example:

Shoutcaster Team 10: “Roach [ranged unit] and ravager [long range unit] in general
is really good.”

The next rule-like How To example is an even closer approximation to “Why” information:

Shoutcaster Team 8: “Obviously when there are 4 protoss units on the other side of
the map, you need to produce more zerglings [inexpensive unit], which means even
fewer drones [worker unit] for [player] Iasonu”

The shoutcasters were giving a rule in this case: Given a general game state (protoss units on their
side of the map) the player should perform an action (produce zerglings). However, the example
does more; it also implies a Why answer to the question “Why isn’t Iasonu making more drones?”
Since this implied answer simply relates the present to a rule or best practice, it was produced at
much lower expense than a true Why answer that required tying past events to the present.

Mechanisms shoutcasters used to circumvent the need for resource-intensive Why explanations,
such as using How To, may also be ways to alleviate the same problems in explanation systems.
Using satisficing in this way may also benefit explanation consumers if the type of such explana-
tions (e.g., What) aligns with the types the consumer is hoping for. We return to this question in
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Table 4. Co-Occurrence Matrix

Across rows: Nouns (pink, top rows) and Verbs (orange, bottom rows) codes. Across

columns: Spatial properties (green, left), Temporal properties (yellow, center), and Quan-

titative properties (blue, right). Co-occurrence rates were calculated by dividing the

intersection of the subcodes by the union.

Section 5, where we investigate the types of explanations the game enthusiasts themselves were
seeking.

4.2 RQ1.2 Relationships and objects in shoutcasters’ explanations

In explaining RTS (real time strategy) games, the shoutcasters were themselves strategic in how
they put their explanations together. To understand what these experts’ construction of explana-
tions might suggest for informing future explanation systems’ content, we drew upon a code set
from prior work [46], as mentioned in Section 3. We used these codes to investigate the patterns
of nouns, verbs, and adjectives/adverbs in these professionally crafted explanations. Online Ap-
pendix Table B.15 details the concepts the shoutcasters emphasized the most, and Table 4 shows
how they combined these concepts. The shoutcasters then leveraged their noun and verb choices
by strategically attaching properties to them (Table 4).

To illustrate, consider a very simple strawman explanation for an action like “Because I have
a lot of marines in the enemy base.” Implicit in this example are a number of design decisions,
such as the granularity of describing the type, number, and location of the objects involved. The
analysis presented in this section is intended to inform these kinds of design decisions.

4.2.1 Spatial Properties: “This part of the map is mine!” Shoutcasters often used spatial proper-
ties in their explanations to impart strategy. One such property was distance. The degree to which
an RTS player’s strategy is aggressive or passive is often evident in their choice of what distance to
keep from their opponent, and the shoutcasters often took this into account in their explanations.
One example of this was evaluation of potential new base locations.

Shoutcaster Team 5: “If he takes the one [base] that’s closer that’s near his natural
[base], then it’s close to Innovation so he can harass.”

Here, the shoutcasters communicated the control of parts of the map by describing each base as a
region and then relating two regions with a distance. The magnitude of that distance then informed
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the player’s ease in attacking. Of the shoutcasters’ utterances that described distance along with
production object, 27 out of 44 showed this pattern.

4.2.2 Temporal Properties: “When should I...” Casters’ explanations often reflected players’
strategies for allocating limited resources using speed properties:

Shoutcaster Team 4: “We see a really quick third [resource base] here from XY, like
five minutes third [(emphasizing that building a third base only 5 minutes in is very
quick)]”

Since extra bases provide additional resource gathering capacity, the audience could infer that the
player intended to follow an “economic” strategy, as those resources could have otherwise been
spent on military units or upgrades. This contrasts with the following example:

Shoutcaster Team 8: “He’s going for very fast lurker den [unit production building]”

The second example indicated the player’s intent to follow a different strategy: unlocking
stronger units (lurkers).

4.2.3 Quantitative Properties: “Do I care how many?” Shoutcasters very often described quan-
tities without numbers or even units, instead focusing on comparative properties (Table 4). For
example,

Shoutcaster Team 1: “There is too much supply for him to handle. Neeb finalizes the
score here after a fantastic game”

Here, “supply”10 is so generic, we are not even told the kinds of things Neeb had—only that he had
“too much” of it.

In contrast, when the shoutcasters discussed cheap military units, such as “marines” and “zer-
glings,” they tended to provide type information, but about half of their mentions still included
no precise numbers. Perhaps it was a matter of the high cost to get that information: Cheap
units are often built in large quantities, so deriving a precise quantity is often tedious. Further,
adding one weak unit has little impact on army strength, so getting a precise number may not
have been worthwhile. Consider the following example, which quantified the army size of both
players vaguely, using indefinite quantity properties:

Shoutcaster Team 6: “That’s a lot of marines and marauders [heavy infantry unit]
and not enough stalkers [mobile unit]”

Workers are a very important unit in the RTS domain. Consistent with this importance, work-
ers are the only unit where the shoutcasters were automatically alerted to their death (Figure 4,
region 4) and are also available at a glance on the HUD (Figure 4, region 1). Correspondingly,
the shoutcasters often gave precise quantities of workers (a production object). Workers (workers,
drones, scvs, and probes) had 46 co-occurrences with numeric quantities, but only 12 with indefinite
quantities (e.g., lot, some, few). To illustrate:

Shoutcaster Team 2: “...it really feels like Harstem is doing everything right, and [yet]
somehow ended up losing 5 workers”

4.2.4 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. These results suggest that an
effective way to communicate strategy and tactics involves its critical nouns (objects) and actions

10“Supply” is used in an overloaded fashion here, while looking at military units, as opposed to the traditional definition—

maximum army size the player can have at one time.
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Fig. 4. A screenshot from an analyzed game, modified to highlight the patch types available to casters: HUD

[1, bottom] (Information about current game state, e.g., resources held, income rate, supply, and upgrade
status); Minimap [2, lower left] (Zoomed out version of the main window); “Tab” [3, top left] (Provides details
on demand, currently set on “Production”); Workers killed [4, center left] (Shows that 9 Red workers have
died recently); Popup [5, center] (visualizations that compare player performance, usually shown briefly).
Regions 3 and 5 will be detailed in Figures 6 and 7.

(verbs) with particular properties, as per the shoutcasters’ explanation constructions shown in
Table 4. Doing so affords a succinct way to communicate about strategies/tactics, with a potentially
lighter load for the audience than with an exhaustive explanation of strategy.

Specifically, spatial properties abstract above the objects on the map to strategies, like when
shoutcasters used distance among the objects to point out plans to attack or defend. Temporal
properties can be used to explain available strategies for resource allocation. Finally, quantitative
properties help ensure alignment in the level of abstraction used by the human and the system. For
example, a player can abstract a quantity of units into a single group or think of them as individual
units. Knowing the level of abstraction that human players use in different situations can help an
interactive explanation system choose the level of abstraction that will meet human expectations.

4.3 RQ1.3 Shoutcasters’ Patches

Where did shoutcasters get the information they used in their explanations? We turn to two frame-
works to investigate their information-seeking behaviors.

First, Information Foraging Theory (IFT), which has been used in work such as Reference [56],
groups patches (areas containing information) into patch types. In the domain studied in Reference
[56], patch types were defined as views (sub-windows) in the program used for software develop-
ment tasks, and these patch types consisted of one or many patches. The notion of patches and
patch types provides a vocabulary for talking about places in any domain. Originally based on
predator-prey models in the wild, basic IFT constructs are the predator (information seekers) seek-
ing prey (information goals). In the context of XAI, such prey are evidence of the agents’ decision
process, which are then consumed to create explanations for agents’ actions. In IFT terms, when
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deciding where to forage for information, predators (e.g., AI users or assessors) make cost/benefit
estimates, weighing the information value per time cost of staying in the current patch (e.g., lo-
cation on an RTS game map or supplemental information in tab) versus navigating to another
patch [57]. Predators, however, are not omniscient: They decide based on their perceptions of the
cost and value of the available options. Predators form these perceptions using their prior experi-
ence with similar patches [54] and the cues (signposts in their information environment like links
and indicators) that point toward various patches. Of course, predators’ perceived values and costs
are often inaccurate [55].

Our second framework is the Performance, Environment, Actuators, Sensors (PEAS)
model [63]’s common framework for conceptualizing intelligent agents. By considering both IFT
and PEAS, we can group the patch types in StarCraft II into the four PEAS categories. By grouping
patch types in this way, the PEAS model enables us to consider the kinds of information within
these patches at a level of abstraction above that of StarCraft characters and constructs.

We begin with the PEAS patch type most frequently accessed by the shoutcasters. Actuators
allow agents to interact with their environment, such as a robotic arm moving objects. One way
the shoutcasters could observe Actuator patches was via the Production tab (Figure 4, region 3; ex-
panded in Figure 7), which shows the objects each player is building, namely, that Player Blue was
building11 five types of objects, whereas Red was building eight. These patches were so important
to the shoutcasters that they kept visualizations of actions in progress “always-on.” In fact, prior
to the game in our corpus, Team 3 discussed the Production tab’s importance to doing their jobs:

Shoutcaster Team 3a: “What if we took someone who knows literally nothing about
StarCraft, teach them a few phrases and what everything is on the production
tab?”
Shoutcaster Team 3b:“Oh, I would be out of a job.”

Second most sought by the shoutcasters were Environment patch types. The environment is
where the agent is situated, such as Figure 4’s main screen. It also shows the game state, such as
the map, structures, and units. Environment patch types (listed in Online Appendix Table B.16)
share the trait that they are complete in their information portrayal. For example, the Units tab
does not just show visible units, but rather all units on the map.

From an agent perspective, Sensors are how the environment is perceived. In StarCraft II, in-
dividual units allow observation of the local area around them (Figure 5). As these units traverse
the map, the Minimap patch type (Figure 4, region 2) reveals the regions that have been observed
by these sensors. Because shoutcasters have “superpowers” of full observation of the environment
(whereas players could only partially observe it), one might think shoutcasters would have no need
for sensors. However, to understand the effectiveness of a player’s scouting endeavor, shoutcast-
ers often needed to perform a Vision Toggle (Online Appendix Table B.16) to see only what each
player could see on the Minimap and on the main window, as shown in Figure 5.

What is interesting about Performance patch types—which measure an agent’s assets, re-
sources, successes, and failures—is how uninterested shoutcasters were in them. An example is
in Figure 4, in which shoutcasters can access information in regions 4 & 5 to quickly compare the
players’ losses. However, the shoutcasters rarely accessed performance patch types—only about
once per game (detailed in Online Appendix Table B.16).

4.3.1 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. Abstracting beyond the Star-
Craft components to the PEAS model revealed a pattern of the shoutcasters’ behaviors, which

11RTS actions have a duration, meaning that when a player took an action, time passed before observed consequences.
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Fig. 5. Shoutcasters have “godlike” powers of full observation, shown in the figure on the left. Meanwhile,
agents only have partial observation shown in the figure on the right. Both figures are from essentially the
same time, and the right-hand figure shows that the Blue player does not know about the building the Red
player has created (highlighted by the red circle). The reason for this is that fog-of-war covers the map for
agents—unless the agent controls an object nearby. In this case, the blue player’s unit is highlighted by a
blue square in both images, but it is not close enough to see the region highlighted by the red circle.

we characterize as: “keep your Sensors close, but your Actuators closer.” This aligns with other re-
search, showing that real-time visualization of agent actions can improve system transparency [76].
However, these results contrast with the explanation systems that tend to prioritize Performance
measures. Our results instead suggest that an explanation system should prioritize useful, readily
accessible information about agents’ actions and observations (Actuator and Sensor patch types).

4.4 RQ1.4 How shoutcasters forage between patches

To navigate among these patches to get to the right information at the right time, the shoutcasters’
foraging seemed to follow a common “loop” (illustrated in Online Appendix Figure B.14). The
shoutcasters tended to start (and end) at the “always-on” Actuator-related patch types of current
state’s actions in-progress; when something triggered a change in their focus, such as impending
combat, they checked the Environment for current game state. Once the object of their excitement
resolved, the shoutcasters either returned to the Actuators or transitioned to Performance patch
types for evaluative purposes. If they needed more information about what a player saw that the
Actuator patch types did not provide, they shifted their focus to the Sensors to see through a
player’s eyes.

Information Foraging Theory (IFT) explains why information predators leave one patch to move
to another, such as when the shoutcasters left Actuator patch types. According to IFT, predators
choose navigations as cost/benefit decisions, based on the value of information in the patch a
predator is already in versus the value per cost of going to another patch [57]. Staying in the same
patch is generally the least expensive, but when there is less value in the current patch than the
expected value the predator perceives in another, they move to that other patch. They form the
perception of this value from both their prior experience with patches [54] and from the cues
(signposts in their information environment) that point toward content available in other patches.
IFT’s scent construct is the predator’s attempt to maximize the expected value per expected cost of
making a navigation by analyzing these cues. We saw shoutcasters “sniff out” cues in the following
example where shoutcasters discussed unit production, then one of the shoutcasters explained why
the next navigation was made:

Shoutcaster Team 1: “But that robo [unit production structure] after this warp prism
[transport unit] really does need to get back into pumping out these powerful colossi
[massive siege unit] or disruptors [long range unit]. I see a couple units on the bottom
left-hand side as well, probably some adepts [mobile unit].”
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Fig. 6. The Units Lost tab (left image) shows the number of units lost and their total value, in terms of
resources spent, for both players. In this example from Shoutcaster Team 2, Blue Player (top) has lost merely
2,800 minerals worth of units so far in this game, while Red has lost more than 7,000. The Units Killed popup
(right image) allows shoutcasters to quickly compare player performance via a “tug-of-war” visualization.
In this example from Shoutcaster Team 1, Blue Player (left) has killed 19 units, while Red has killed merely
3. The main difference between these two styles of visualization is that the tab offers more options and
information depth to “drill down” into.

Seeing those units prompted a navigation to the minimap patch type to look at information there.
The shoutcaster had some expectation of value, which was learning about the units, and an ex-
pectation of the cost, which was the click on the minimap.

The predator’s perception of value is relative to the predator’s information goals, and works
in reactive IFT have shown that goals often change in reaction to changing environments and
changing contexts [12, 39, 53], often in response to events [8, 18]. Thus, in reactive foraging, signs
of events are themselves scent-bearing cues: They “provide users with concise information about
content that is not immediately available” [57]. In our study, predators following such event-based
cues was particularly apparent with signs of impending combat.

Impending combat, indicated by the co-location of opposing units (e.g., in Online Appendix
Figure B.14), was the most common event-based cue triggering a move from the Actuators type
(Production tab) to the Environment type (Units tab). This combat cue led to the shoutcaster nav-
igating to a new patch to inform themselves of the environment. In fact, combat cues triggered
navigations to the Units tab most frequently, accounting for 59% of the navigations (51 naviga-
tions12).

Combat ending was another event-based cue that triggered a navigation to a Performance patch
type. Ten of the 13 navigations to a past-facing Performance patch type occurred shortly after com-
bat ended to evaluate the action. However, shoutcasters infrequently visited other Performance
patch types, such as Income, Units Lost, and Army tabs, in an attempt to reason why a player had
accrued an in-game lead or how big that lead was (7 navigations).

When shoutcasters detoured from this A-E-P loop to a Sensor patch type, it was usually to en-
rich the information environment via the Vision Toggle (36 navigations). The cue(s) that led to
this navigation were not obvious in the data, but assessing a scouting operation was the common
theme. Recall that shoutcasters had “godlike” power of map vision, but the Vision Toggle enrich-
ment operation allowed shoutcasters to see the game through the eyes of either player (Figure 5).
Toggling to this filtered view of the world allowed the shoutcasters to assess what information
was gathered by each player via scouting actions (29 of the 36 total Vision Toggles). This provided
shoutcasters with insight on actions that might be a surprise for the opposition.

Besides following cues, IFT has another foraging operation: enriching their information environ-
ment to make it more valuable or cost-efficient [57]. Filtering through the Vision Toggle was one
example of this, and another was when shoutcasters added on information visualizations derived
from the raw data, such as Performance measure pop-ups or other basic visualizations. Figure 6
shows two examples of enrichments available to shoutcasters. These Performance measures gave

12The data underpinning the summary that follows is detailed in Online Appendix Table B.16.
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Fig. 7. The Production tab, showing the build actions currently in progress for each player. Each unit/
structure type is represented by a glyph (which serves as a link to navigate to that object), provided a progress
bar for duration, and given the number of objects of that type. Thus, we can see that Blue Player (top row) is
building five different types of things, while Red (bottom row) is building four types of things. The Structures,
Upgrades, and Units tab look fairly similar to the Production tab.

them information about the ways one player was winning at a glance. The most commonly ac-
cessed Performance measures showed the number of units lost and their total value, in terms of
resources spent (e.g., the Units Lost tab, shown in Figure 6). This measure achieves “at a glance” by
aggregating all the data samples together by taking a sum; derived values like this allow the visual-
ization to scale to large datasets [64]. However, the lower data aggregation patch types were more
heavily accessed. The shoutcasters accessed the Production tab to see units grouped by type, as
Figure 7 shows, so type information was maintained with only positional data lost. This contrasts
with the Minimap (medium aggregation), in which type information is discarded but positional
information maintained at a lower granularity. Shoutcasters sought Performance measure patch
types primarily to understand present state data (HUD), but these patch types were also the only
way to access past state information.

4.4.1 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. These results have several im-
plications for automated explanation systems in this domain. First, the A-E-P+S loop and how the
shoutcasters traversed it reveals priority and timing implications for automated explanation sys-
tems. For example, the cues that led the shoutcasters to switch to different information patches
could also be cues in an automated system about the need to avail different information at appro-
priate times. For example, shoutcasters showed a strong preference for actuator information as
“steady state” visualization, but preferred performance information upon conclusion of a subtask.

Viewing the shoutcasters’ behaviors through the dual lens of PEAS + IFT has implications for
not only the kinds of patches that an explanation system would need to provide, but also the
cost to users of not making these patches readily accessible. For example, PEAS + IFT revealed
a costly foraging problem for shoutcasters due to inaccessibility of some Actuator patch types.
Specifically, there was no accessible mechanism by which the shoutcasters could navigate to an
Actuator patch with fighting or scouting actions in progress. Instead, the only way the shoutcast-
ers could find these actions was via painstaking camera placement. The shoutcasters moved the
camera countless times using the Minimap, traditional scrolling, or via tabs with links to units or
buildings. Yet, despite all these navigation affordances, sometimes the shoutcasters were unable
to place the camera on all the actions they needed to see. For example, while Shoutcaster Team 4
had the camera on a fight at Xy’s base, a second fight broke out at DeMuslim’s base, which they
completely missed:

Shoutcaster Team 4a: “Xy actually killed the 3rd base of DeMuslim.”
<surprised and noticing something amiss, the team tries to figure what happened>...
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Table 5. Lim & Dey Questions Participants Asked Each Other, by Participant Pair,
Using the Same Code Set as Table 2

Intelligibility type P
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P
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ai

r
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ai

r
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ai

r
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ai

r
8

P
ai

r
9

P
ai

r
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Questions “Answers”
What 2 3 41 1 6 14 10 1 8 62 148 (73%) 595 (44%)
What Could Happen 1 1 3 1 1 2 7 16 (8%) 376 (28%)
Why Did 2 3 1 8 14 (7%) 27 (2%)
How To 1 3 5 9 (4%) 233 (17%)
Judgment 3 3 2 8 (4%) 112 (8%)
Why Didn’t 1 1 5 7 (3%) 6 (<1%)
Total 4 4 51 1 12 18 12 1 10 89 202 1349

Question column gives count and frequency of total questions from the Game Enthusiast Study, whereas the Answer

column considers all utterances from the Shoutcaster Study (total exceeds 1,024 because of multiple coding). Note how

often What questions were asked, both by the population of participants as a whole, and by a few individual pairs, where

it was particularly prevalent.

Team 4b:“Oh my god, you’re right.”
Team 4a:“Yeah, it was killed during all that action.”

But was overcoming these foraging difficulties important? The data here relate to difficulties expert
explainers faced while attempting to supply explanations they thought their audience would value.
We will return to this issue from an explanation demand perspective in Section 5.2.

5 RESULTS: THE GAME ENTHUSIASTS

Our second study, in which we tasked experienced StarCraft players with discovering key decisions
leading to a game’s outcome, was designed to answer RQ2, which we expand into three parts:
Questioning Behavior, Foraging among many paths, and Decisions & Distractions.

5.1 RQ2.1 Questions game enthusiasts ask when demanding information

To situate our investigation in the literature of humans trying to understand AI, we coded ques-
tions participants asked using the same Lim & Dey intelligibility types [40] that we used to code
shoutcaster explanations. Table 5 presents the results, broken down by participant pairs.

We have already mentioned that prior research has reported Why questions to be much in
demand [40, 41]. Yet, our participants, like the shoutcasters, rarely asked them—10% of participants’
questions fell into the Why and Why Didn’t categories combined. Also similar to the shoutcasters,
participants greatly preferred What questions, accounting for over 70% of their questions (Table 5).

In comparing the participants’ questions with the shoutcasters’ “answers” (Table 5), two points
stand out: the popularity of What intelligibility type information by both the shoutcasters and the
participants, and the relatively low interest in the Why and Why Didn’t intelligibility types by
both the shoutcasters and the participants.

One difference between the game enthusiast study participants and the shoutcasters is that the
participants showed relatively little interest in any of the intelligibility types beyond What, but
the shoutcasters imparted What Could Happen & How To information in relatively high frequen-
cies. This difference could relate in part to both the size of the shoutcasters’ vs. the participants’
audiences and to the differences in goals in these two populations. Shoutcasters explain to a broad,
unseen, and potentially well-informed audience. Their jobs depend upon meeting that audience’s
needs, so we can assume that most of their information is reasonably appreciated. This suggests
that their What Could Happen & How To information are of value to their audience—value that
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Table 6. Types of What Questions Participants Asked during the Main Sessions

Types of What questions Freq

Identification of noun/verb: Question about what an object in the current game state game is, or
what action is taking place, e.g.:

- Pair9-P17: “Is that an Overseer there? ” 59 (43%)

Quantification: Question about quantity of object in the current game state, e.g.:

- Pair10-P19: “Wait, second Gateway or first Gateway? ” 25 (18%)

Temporal: Question about prior game state, e.g.:

- Pair6-P12: “When did he get zerglings? ” 24 (17%)

Resolving Confusion: Question to clarify current game state, e.g.:

- Pair3-P5: “What’s going on over here? ” 19 (14%)

Where: Question about location of object in current game state, e.g.:

- Pair10-P20: “Where did that probe go? ” 7 (5%)

Information Availability: Question about what game state information is available to player,
e.g.:

- Pair3-P5: “Aren’t they seeing each other? ” 4 (3%)

may not be easily obtained from someone with less expertise than these professional explainers.
Because these types seem to add value that may not be easily obtainable without the professional
explainers, these kinds of explanations may also build user confidence in the explainer, a possibil-
ity that may also be leveraged by future interactive explanation systems. The participants in our
game enthusiasts study, however, had audiences of one person (their partner). It seems likely that
they tailored their questions around this evaluation of the agent’s play and to their expectations
of questions their partner could understand and answer.

5.1.1 The Many Flavors of “What” Prey. Why the differences from prior research results?
One hypothesis from the participants’ interest in What explanations could be that, in this kind

of situation, participants’ prey was simply “play-by-play” information. However, this hypothe-
sis is not well supported by the data. Although participants did seek some play-by-play informa-
tion (Pair3-P5: “. . .so he just killed a scout, right? ”), several prey patterns in their What questions
went beyond play-by-play (Table 6). Three of these patterns accounted for about one-third of the
What questions.

The “Drill-Down What” of Current State. One common question type participants asked when
pursuing prey involved “drilling down” to find the desired information. These often came in the
form of identifying an object/action in the current game state (43%) or quantifying an object (18%).

Navigating in pursuit of this kind of prey was often costly to the participants. The least expen-
sive way was navigating via a drop-down menu (two clicks) in region 2 of Figure 1, but participants
instead often foraged in other ways. To find the answer to a question (like Pair3-P6’s earlier) par-
ticipants sometimes navigated to several unit producing structures on the map, into a structure,
and then on to the next. For example, the following question required participants to drill down
into several structures on the map to answer it: Pair3-P6: “Is the human building any new stuff
now? ” Pair 3 made seven navigations to answer their question about “building new stuff.”

Shoutcasters’ commentary tended to meet the participants’ interest in these questions: 56% of
shoutcasters’ What comments answered questions about identifying an object/action and 28% cov-
ered the quantity of an object. As an example of the match to shoutcasters’ comments, question
about identifying units: Pair6-P12: “I think, well, we have a varied composition, besides roaches and
what are these? ” would be well-matched to shoutcaster explanations such as this one: Shoutcaster
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Team 3: “We have the ravagers now coming up.” Questions from participants about the quantity of
an object, such as Pair7-P14 asking “Does he have any zealots or stalkers? ” could be answered by
shoutcaster explanation like the following:

Shoutcaster Team 2: “Couple of stalkers, I’m not even sure if blink [an upgrade] is
done yet.”

That the shoutcasters’ “supply” of explanations met participants’ “demand” for their two most
popular types of What questions provides support for the possibility of using shoutcasters’ expla-
nations as a possible content model for future explanation systems.

The “Temporal What” of Past States. A second common prey pattern, exhibited by 4 of the 10
participant pairs, was asking What questions to fill in gaps regarding past states. “Temporal What”
accounted for 15 instances (about 10%) of their Whats.13 For example:

Pair3-P6: “When did he start building [a] robotics facility [unit producing
structure]? ”

As to answering such questions, shoutcasters did sometimes answer temporal questions, but at
a much lower rate (3% overall) than participants asked them. For example:

Shoutcaster Team 2: “The probe already left a while ago...”

This difference may have been affected by two factors. First, shoutcasters had to provide commen-
tary in “real time” and could not easily afford to go back in time to check on details of past states.
Participants, however, sometimes did choose to go back in time to fill in temporal knowledge gaps,
especially. However (the second factor), one reason participants did so was an artifact of the ex-
periment set-up: Some participants needed to remind themselves of a timestamp for a decision
point they had identified, which we detail in Section 5.2.

The “Higher-Level What”. The next most common prey pattern was at a higher level of abstrac-
tion than the specific units or events, aiming instead toward more general understanding of what
was going on in the game. These What questions arose in 14% of the instances of What questions.
For example, Pair10-P20 asked, “What’s going on over there?” in which “there” referred to a location
on the map with military units that could have been gearing up for combat. We did not count the
number of shoutcaster comments that answered this question, because we could not narrow them
down in this way. That is, although many of their comments could be said to be applicable to this
type of question, the same comments were also applicable to more specific questions. For example:

Shoutcaster Team 7: “This is about to get crazy because [of] this drop coming into
the main base [and] the banelings [suicide bomb unit] trying to get some connections
in the middle.”
Shoutcaster Team 9: “I like Elazer’s position; he’s bringing in other units in from the
back as well.”

5.1.2 Questioning the Unexpected. Lim & Dey reported that when a system behaved in un-
expected ways, participants’ demand to know Why increased [40]. Consistent with this, when
participants saw what they expected to see, they did not ask Why or Why Didn’t questions. In
cases of the unexpected, however, a What prey pattern arose, in which participants questioned the
phenomena before them. We counted nine What questions of this type:

13By the time of his thesis [42], Lim had split a “When” intelligibility type off into its own type, but it was originally part

of the “What” intelligibility type.
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Pair9-P17: “...interesting that it’s not even using those.”
Pair10-P19: “I don’t get it, is he expanding?”
Pair10-P19: “Wow, what is happening? This is a weird little dance we’re doing.”
Pair10-P20: “<when tracking military units>What the hell was that? ”

The unexpected also produced Why questions. About half of the participants’ Why and Why
Didn’t questions came from seeing something they had not expected or not seeing something they
had expected. For example:

Pair1-P1: “<noticing a large group of units sitting in a corner>Why didn’t they send
the big army they had? ”
Pair10-P19: “Oh, look at all these Overlords [support unit]. Why do you need so
many? ”

5.1.3 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. The participants’ types of ques-
tions, viewed together with the shoutcasters’ commentary, implied that future explanation systems
might consider shoutcasters as possible “gold standards” to inform designs in this domain. For ex-
ample, the high rate of What questions from participants matched reasonably well with a high rate
of What answers from shoutcasters. Drawing explanation system design ideas from these expert
explainers may help inform the needed triggers and content of the system’s What explanations.

The dominance of What questions also points to participants’ prioritizing of state information
in this domain. The noun/verb Whats were about objects or actions in a state they did not know
about, quantification Whats were about identifying quantities of game objects to gain details about
the state, temporal Whats were about past states they either had not seen or had forgotten, and
higher-level Whats were about understanding the purpose of a current or emerging state. Further,
shoutcasters exceeded the participants’ rate of Whats in the two most popular categories with
their explanations. This suggests that, in the RTS domain, an explanation system’s most sought-
after explanations may be its explanations relating to identification of nouns, verbs, or quantities.
This claim is strengthened by the similar distribution of intelligibility in Haynes et al.’s simulated
air combat domain [23], which has similarities to the RTS domain.

As noted in prior research, unexpected behaviors (or omissions of expected behaviors) led to
increases in questions for both the What and the Why intelligibility types [40]. If an explanation
system can recognize unexpected behavior, it could then better predict when users will want Why
and What explanations to understand the differences in expected and actual behavior. One way to
accomplish this would be to compare agent behavior against standard “build orders” that human
players follow and look for deviations.

These results suggest that an interactive explanation should, like the shoutcasters, prioritize
availing What, What Could Happen & How To information. Further, the lack of interest by both the
shoutcasters and the participants in the other intelligibility types suggests that those types should
not be the highest priority for creators of interactive explanation systems for the RTS domain.

5.2 RQ2.2 How game enthusiasts forage among many evolving paths

As an information environment, RTS games have foraging characteristics that set them apart from
other information environments previously studied from an IFT perspective, such as web sites [57]
and programming IDEs [55]. These previously studied domains are relatively static, with most
changes occurring over longer periods. In contrast, an RTS information environment changes
rapidly and continually, driven by actions that do not originate from the foragers themselves. This
difference in the information environments produces new cognitive costs for foragers. One such
difference is that our participants had to spend some of their cognitive effort simply monitoring
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Fig. 8. Conceptual drawing of foraging in the RTS domain vs. previously studied foraging, intended to illus-
trate two different ways foraging can suffer from a “scaling-up problem.” Left: In prior IFT literature about
foraging in an IDE (integrated software development environments), predators have a few paths to consider
at a time, but the paths are sometimes very deep, which can lead to the depth version of the “Endless paths”
foraging problem [[55] Fig. 5]. Right: When foraging in an RTS environment like StarCraft, most navigation
paths are shallow, but with numerous paths to choose from at the top level, leading to a breadth version we
term the “Many paths” foraging problem.

the overall game state, looking for suitable cues to appear that they would need to investigate
further.

Another cognitive difference arose in the structure of paths a forager might follow. In an RTS
information environment, the number of paths increases as the complexity of the game state in-
creases, but the path lengths tend to be shorter than the lengths of foraging paths in other kinds
of information environments. This difference is conceptualized in Figure 8. This means that most
questions are answered within a few navigations. In foraging environments like IDEs, however,
there might only be a few interesting links from any single information patch, but some can lead
to lengthy sequences of navigations [55].

5.2.1 Foraging in the RTS Domain. At first, there was hardly any difference between RTS for-
aging and other environments. During the early stages of a game, there are few units, buildings,
or explored regions, so foraging is relatively straightforward. As one participant put it:

Pair7-P14: “There is only so many places to click on at this point.”

As long as this remained the case, each relevant path could potentially be carefully pursued, simi-
larly to an IDE. Four participant pairs (Pair 2, Pair 4, Pair 7, Pair 9) paused the replay for an average
of 90 seconds within the first 1:30. That early in the game, the environment was sparsely popu-
lated, but they closely studied individual objects and actions. In contrast, later in the game, when
50 of the same unit existed, they received much less attention than when there was just one.

Choosing among many available paths created cognitive challenges for participants. They
needed to keep track of an increasing amount of information as the match progressed. Each time
a player performed an action, it added information. If participants foraged for it, we coded their
navigation as a New Event, which accounted for 26% of interviewed navigations (Table 7). For
example:

Pair10-P19: “...noticed movement in the Mini-map and that the Zerg troops were mo-
bilizing in some fashion. So I guess I just preemptively clicked...”

The rate of path creation exacerbated the “many paths” problem, illustrated in Figure 8. Pro-
fessional StarCraft players regularly exceed several hundred actions per minute (APM) [75]. This
meant that players performed rapid actions that changed the game state. Each of these actions not
only potentially created new paths; they potentially updated the existing ones. This caused the
knowledge the participants had about paths not recently checked to become stale, which in turn
led to a prevalence of re-foraging to see updates (21% in Table 7) or monitor state (46% in Table 7).
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Table 7. Why the Participants Sought the Information They Sought: Reasons, Examples, and Frequencies

Reasons for participants’ path choices Freq

Monitoring State: Continuous game state monitoring, such as watching a fight. 65 (46%)

- Pair4-P7: “I wanted to see how the fight was going.”

New Event: Attending to a new event for which participant wished to satisfy curiosity
about.

36 (25%)

- Pair2-P4: “I saw there was a new building.”

Update Game State: Updating potentially stale game information that the participant
explicitly stated prior knowledge about.

29 (21%)

- Pair1-P2: “I was mainly looking at army composition, seeing how it had changed from the last fight.”

Obsolete Domain: Explicitly using domain info that may not be current, such as game rules
(e.g., what buildings can produce).

11 (8%)

- Pair3-P6: “I mainly clicked on the adept because I’m more familiar with [previous StarCraft version].”

Since each event and its corresponding cues were visible for a limited time only, paths not
chosen promptly by participants quickly disappeared. Further, paths are numerous and frequently
updated. Thus, there is a large risk for paths of inquiry to be forgotten or unnoticed as the game
proceeds, as in these examples:

Pair7-P14: “Oh my gosh, I didn’t even notice he was making an ultralisk den.”
Pair3-P6: “I didn’t notice they canceled the assimilator.”

5.2.2 Many Rapidly Updating Paths: Coping Mechanisms. Participants responded to this issue in
several ways. First, some participants chose a path and stuck to it, ignoring the others. For example,
Pairs 2, 7, and 8 (Table 8) analyzed the replay using not much more time than shoutcasters spend.
Achieving this speed of analysis, however, required participants to ignore many game events.

For example, when asked about desire to click anywhere else, one participant volunteered:

Pair10-P19: “Mmm, if I had multiple, like, different screens yeah. But no, that seemed
to be where the action was gonna be.”

In this fashion, participants chose to triage game events based on some priority order. In both
of the following examples, the participants navigated away from the conclusion of a fight:

Pair6-P11: “I wanted to check on his production that one time because he just lost
most of his army and he still had some [enemies] to deal with.”
Pair3-P5: “I was trying to see what units they were building, after the fight, see if they
were replenishing, or getting ready for another fight.”

The second method participants used to manage the complexity of paths was to use the time
controls to slow down, stop, or rewind the replay. For example, Pairs 3 and 10 rewound the most
often (Table 8) and paid higher navigation costs to do so, but they viewed these navigations as
worthwhile to providing necessary information:

Pair6-P11: “I looped back to the beginning of the final fight ... to see if there was
anything significant that we had missed the first time around.”

The cost of doing so was more than just time, however, because the more paths they monitored,
the greater the cognitive load:
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Table 8. Participant Task Time (33:42±14:18 minutes) and Time Control Usage Information

Task Timestamp

Time RTR Rewind Rewind Context Notes

Pair 1 20:48 1.3 3 1 Rewatched 1 fight

Pair 2 20:40 1.3 Extensive pause around 1:00 to evaluate game
state

Pair 3 55:08 3.4 12 9 Rewatched fights and fight setup. Slowed down
replay during 1 combat.

Pair 4 32:16 2.0 2 Rewatched opening build sequence and
evaluated information available to the agent at a
key moment. Many pauses to explain game state.

Pair 5 24:23 1.5 5 Rewatched unit positioning, AI reaction to
events, and scouting effectiveness.

Pair 6 31:56 2.0 4 2 Rewatched 2 fights.

Pair 7 29:49 1.9 Made no use of time controls other than pausing
to write down decision points.

Pair 8 21:27 1.3 Made no use of time controls other than pausing
to write down decision points.

Pair 9 39:17 2.4 2 1 Rewatched 1 fight. Slowed down replay for
whole task.

Pair 10 61:14 3.8 Lots Some Rewound extensively, in a nested fashion.
Changed replay speed many times.

Note that the replay file was just over 16:04, so dividing each pair’s time by 16 yields the third column, “Real-Time

Ratio (RTR)” with Mean±SD=(2.1±0.89). Some of times participants rewound the replay were because we requested

timestamps for events, shown in the fourth column, “Timestamp Rewinds.” The last column provides any additional

context in which replay and pause controls were used.

Pair10-P19: “There’s just so much happening all at once; I can’t keep track of all of
it! ”

5.2.3 Patches Used in Foraging: Does supply match demand? From an IFT perspective, the shout-
casters and participants in our game enthusiasts study foraged very similarly. The participants
favored the same four patch types as the shoutcasters: the Production Tab, Minimap, Units (cur-
rent), and the Vision Toggle (Table 9). These popular items tie to the same three PEAS types that
shoutcasters had emphasized (Actuator, Environment, and Sensor), with only an occasional visit
to the Performance Measures—around once per game by both shoutcasters and participants.

Shoutcasters and Participants cared about similar things: To directly compare shoutcasters and
participants in this specific setting, we analyzed an additional video—the game from the game
enthusiasts study.14 We will refer to the shoutcasters in this game as Shoutcaster Team 11.

At times, Shoutcaster Team 11 and the participants made very similar observations, showing
that they cared about the same things. For example, when participants noticed one player lagging
behind on upgrades and unlocked units (“tech”):

Pair5-P10: “His [the “AI”] army is underteched and underupgraded.”
Pair9-P17: “So again, I’m surprised they [the “AI”] haven’t upgraded at all yet.”

14As noted before, the replay file is available at http://lotv.spawningtool.com/23979/. There is a shoutcaster video of that

same game available at: https://sc2casts.com/cast20687-Stats-vs-ByuL-Best-of-5-2016-IEM-Gyeonggi-Semi-Finals. It is

Game 3 in that link, cast by Rotterdam and ToD.
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Table 9. Patch Type Usage Comparison Summary

Shoutcasters Participants
Patch Name Use Count Frequency Use Count Frequency

Units Lost/Killed 12 11% 4 6%
Performance No tab N/A N/A 4 6%

Other performance patches 6 5% 8 13%
Units 51 14% 13 21%

Environment Upgrades 5 4% 4 6%
Structures 2 2% 3 5%

Actuator Production Always on 11 18%
Sensor Vision Toggle 36 32% 15 24%

Minimap Too many to count Too many to count
Totals 112 100% 62 100%

For the aggregation of performance patch types Shoutcasters: 2 patch types. Participants: 4 patch types (each <5%). The

most popular patch types for both groups are highlighted in grey.

Shoutcaster Team 11 observed the same issue that participants did—that the “AI” had only lower
quality units available and was behind on upgrades:

Shoutcaster Team 11: “He’s [The “Human”] a tier 3 protoss, so to speak, with the tem-
plar archives [unit producing structure] right now, with charge [an upgrade] then into
blink [an upgrade] and archons [strong units that require many “tech” preconditions],
whereas zerg [The “AI”] is stuck on lair [tier 2] tech units.”
Shoutcaster Team 11: “And keep in mind, Byul [The “AI”] has no upgrades...”

Shoutcasters vs. participants on where the agent was looking. Scouting activity reflects where the
agent was looking, and the top of Figure 10 shows that the participants and Shoutcaster Team 11
both cared about scouting, although not always at the same times. In the first few minutes of the
game, Shoutcaster Team 11 was more thorough, but many of the participants identified scouting
activities at about the same time and continued to show an interest until around 5:00, when fighting
began (recall Figure 10).

However, as discussed further in Section 5.3.2, participants’ attention was drawn away from
scouting when fighting began. In contrast, of Shoutcaster Team 11’s 18 total utterances in this
game pertaining to scouting, most occurred after 5:20 (after participants had generally stopped
pointing out scouting actions). For example, at around 12:00, the shoutcasters emphasized the
importance of scouting by pointing out how “scary” StarCraft can be in the absence of scouting:

Shoutcaster Team 11: “If you would take a look at the vision of the protoss now, you
see nothing, Todd, you see absolutely nothing. ...it’s nothing but darkness everywhere,
and it’s just scary to play StarCraft like that.”

Still, even though participants did not often mark late game scouting actions “key,” sometimes
they showed continuing interest through their conversation about what the agent could see:

Pair3-P5: “I mean they saw all the warp gates [unit producing structures] right?”
Pair9-P18: “I’m gonna lock to the CPU’s view as it gets that first scouting.”

Shoutcasters and Participants used Actuator information quite differently. Shoutcasters treated the
Production tab (shown in Figure 7) as an “always-on” visualization, and this usage was consistent
across all observed shoutcasters. However, only three participant pairs (Pairs 1, 4, 7) followed this
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strategy, with the rest choosing primarily to leave whatever they were last looking at showing.
Some chose to show a combination of Units and Production tabs, but Pair 10 made the unique
choice of hiding the tab when they were not looking for something specific. The Production tab
was the most frequently viewed, and some participants stated a strong preference for this info,
e.g.:

Pair6-P12: “Is there a way to see what he’s building behind the fight? Trying to pro-
duce units, doesn’t seem like he is...”
Pair7-P14: “I love the Production tab... makes it a lot easier to find build orders and
stuff”

5.2.4 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. As the sections to this point have
shown, the participants’ costs to navigate to some of the prey became expensive. Inordinate ex-
penses arose not only in the form of how many navigation actions the participants needed to take,
but also in costs to human cognition.

The most important patch types were arguably Actuators and Sensors. As Section 3.1 showed,
shoutcasters placed great value on these patch types. Further, shoutcasters have extensive expe-
rience foraging in the StarCraft domain, and this showed in their foraging patterns. For example,
the shoutcasters knew to make the Production tab an “always-on” visualization and did not need
foraging cues to point their foraging in that direction. However, participants did not seem to have
this knowledge. In fact, some participants’ behavior hid this tab after completing a subtask, pos-
sibly to maximize screen real estate. The participants’ failure to make good use of the Production
tab suggests a need for better cues and foraging mechanisms in the environment to direct them
there.

The participants also incurred high cognitive costs in the form of triage. Assessing an agent
required participants to constantly choose among a great many possible paths—necessitating not
just triage, but rapid triage. This kind of foraging is in stark contrast to recent IFT reports from the
software engineering domain, e.g., “miles of methods” [55] (recall Figure 8). Foraging combined
with triage has barely been considered in IFT literature (with the exception of Reference [59]), and
the added complication of paths soon “expiring” has not been considered at all in IFT research.
How to address this problem is thus an open question. However, one possibility for the RTS domain
could be a recommender system that is lightweight enough and fast enough to keep abreast of the
constantly changing availability of paths to help people triage which path to follow next.

Even when a participant was following a “good” path, it was not infrequent for a more important
path to suddenly appear, such as a critical battle, meaning that one of the paths had to be ignored
to follow the other. When this happened, participants often forgot about or otherwise interrupted
their paths of inquiry. In the slower-paced domain of spreadsheet debugging, participants faced
with branching paths with multiple desirable directions became more effective when the envi-
ronment supported a strategy they called “to-do listing” [19]. To-do listing was supported on its
own or in composition with other problem-solving approaches, so it could also act as a strategy
enhancer. Perhaps a similar strategy in the RTS domain could enable participants to carry on with
their current path uninterrupted—but also keep track of the critical battle to attend to if/when the
battle becomes more urgent than the current task.

5.3 RQ2.3 Critical decision points and how they’re missed

Explaining an RTS game to a human may become impossible for a system to do if the human
has missed the most critical points in the game’s action. But keeping up on the critical points
can be challenging for humans in the RTS domain, because players and intelligent agents make
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Table 10. Summary of Decision Points Identified by Participants
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Building-Expansion 52 7 7 8 8 - 6 3 - 7 6
Building - Rest 69 6 4 7 15 1 7 11 2 12 4
Building - All 114 13 11 15 21 1 12 12 2 18 9
Fighting - All 98 8 4 11 8 4 10 6 8 11 28
Moving - All 26 3 1 5 1 2 2 2 2 3 5
Scouting - All 23 1 2 1 5 1 1 3 - 3 6

Total 228 34 20 40 45 11 31 39 16 42 65

Sums may exceed totals, since each decision point could have multiple labels. Note how prevalent Expansion

was within the Building category. (Note: Codes can co-occur, so the sum of Expansion and the rest of the Building

codes exceed 114.)

thousands of sequential decisions.15 Indeed, the previous section has just illustrated one aspect of
this challenge in the costs our participants bore of trying to triage which information to pursue
while at the same time actually pursuing other information.

Another aspect of this challenge could lie in participants’ abilities to choose which cues will
be the most important. To investigate this aspect, we asked participants to write down what they
thought were the important game events, which we termed “key decision points.” We defined the
term key decision points to participants as “an event which is critically important to the outcome
of the game,” to give participants leeway to apply their own meaning. Since all participant pairs
were examining the same replay file, we were then able to compare the decision points the different
participants selected. That is, the cues in the information environment were the same for all the
participants—whether they noticed them or not. Key decision points fell into four main categories:
building/producing, fighting, moving, and scouting. Fighting and building comprised 85% of the
228 total decision points participants identified (Table 10).

5.3.1 Identifying Consistently Important Decisions. In fact, participants showed remarkable
consistency about the importance of the expansion subcategory of Building. Eight of the 10 par-
ticipant pairs identified Expansion decision points when a player chooses to build a new resource-
producing base (Table 10). Extra resources from expanding allow a player to build more units,
thereby gaining an economic advantage over their opponent.

Even so, they missed some of the cues pointing out expansion decisions. The event logs in the
replay file reveal that new bases were constructed at roughly 1:00, 1:30, 2:00, 5:00, 6:30, 11:20, 12:00,
and 13:45, each of which is marked with a red line on Figure 9. Only Pair 3 identified decision points
for all eight of these, and seven pairs omitted at least one, with one example highlighted with a
red box in Figure 9. Table 10 shows Pair 4 also finding eight expansion decision points, but one of
those is about the commitment to expand, based on building other structures to protect the base,
rather than the action of building the base itself.

5.3.2 Reasons for Distraction. Since expansion decisions were so important to participants, why
did they miss some? “Distractor cues” in the information environment led participants away from
desirable prey.

15Although some literature describes AI approaches that aim to increase transparency (e.g., revealing instances of its

decision-making neurons [77, 78]), there is a paucity of literature that investigates humans trying to understand AI deci-

sions in such a setting. An exception is McGregor et al. [45].
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Fig. 9. Dots show the Building-Expansion decision points each participant pair (y-axis) identified over time
(x-axis, minutes). Red lines show when Expansion events actually occurred. (Participants noticed most of
them.) The red box shows where Pair 4 failed to notice an event they likely wanted to note, based on their
previous and subsequent behavior.

Recall that cues are the signposts in the environment that the predator observes, such as rabbit
tracks. Scent, however, is what the predators make of cues in their heads, such as thinking that
rabbit tracks will lead to rabbits. Participants were so distracted by cues that provided an alluring
scent, albeit to low-value information, they did not notice the other cues pointing toward “Ex-
pansion” decisions. Distractor cues led participants astray from Expansion in nine cases and eight
of them involved units in combat or potentially entering combat. (The ninth involved being dis-
tracted by a scouting unit.) For example, Pair 7 missed the expansion at the 13:45 minute mark,
instead choosing to track various military units, which turned out to be unimportant to them:

Pair7-P14: “These zerglings [inexpensive units] are still just chilling.”

Interestingly, participants had trouble with distractor cues even when the number of entities
competing for their attention was low. For example, even when the game state was simple—such
as at 1:30 when the game had only 13 objects—participants still missed the Expansion events.

If some decision points went unnoticed even in simple game states, what did they notice, even
in complex ones? Fighting. All participants agreed Fighting was key, identifying at least one deci-
sion point of that type (Table 9). The ubiquity of fighting codes is consistent with Kim et al. [29],
who found that combat ratings were the most important to the participant’s perception score.
Fighting provided such a strong scent that it masked most other sources of scent, even those that
participants prioritized very highly.

For example, as Figure 10 shows, the start of fighting decision points coincides with the time
that scouting decision points vanish—even though scouting occurred throughout the game and
that participants believed scouting information mattered:

Pair4-P8: “But it’s important just to know what they’re up to and good scouting is
critical to know who you are going to fight.”

5.3.3 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. Participants had a tendency to
follow cues that were interesting or eye-catching, at the expense of those that were important
but more mundane. In this domain, the “eye-catching” cues were combat-oriented, whereas the
“mundane” cues were scouting oriented. Other domains may have similar phenomena, wherein
certain aspects of the agent’s behaviors distract from other important cues due to triggering an
emotional response in the viewer. As Chi explained, “...A wealth of information creates a poverty
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Fig. 10. Top (Scouting): The Scouting decision points identified by Game Enthusiast pairs (y-axis) over
time (x-axis, minutes, bottom 10 rows), in comparison with Shoutcaster Team 11 utterances about scouting
(top row). Notice that the enthusiasts (but not the shoutcasters) mostly ignore scouting after the red line
depicting when Fighting events begin. Bottom (Fighting): The Fighting decision points Game Enthusiast
pairs identified. As the two graphs together show, from the time Fighting events begin (red line), Scouting

decision points were rarely noticed—despite important Scouting actions continuing to occur, as evidenced by
shoutcasters’ continued discussion of scouting (topmost row).

of attention and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance of information
sources that might consume it” [11]. Supporting users’ attending to actions that are both mundane
and important is a design challenge for future interactive explanation systems.

6 RESULTS: WHAT ABOUT WHEN THE PLAYER REALLY IS AN AI AGENT?

In Sections 4 and 5, we investigated how people analyze human play, to provide formative data
toward explaining a real AI agent. At the time of those two studies, AI agents were not capable
of playing an RTS game well enough to compete with humans—but then DeepMind demonstrated
an agent capable of beating professional StarCraft players [73]. This development afforded us a
chance to observe people trying to explain and understand a real AI agent.

The agent capable of defeating professional StarCraft players, AlphaStar, did so resoundingly.16

However, during each type of match analysis (shown in Table 11: live shoutcasting, non-live anal-
ysis from the shoutcaster, and non-live analysis from the player), these professional players and
shoutcasters suggested that AlphaStar exhibited strange behaviors.

Since AlphaStar kept winning, these players and shoutcasters could not simply dismiss the
unorthodox choices. Now, we consider the extent to which these professionals were able to

16The various AlphaStar agents beat both pro players 5-0, though MaNa was able to win the exhibition match after Deep-

Mind forced AlphaStar to control the game in a more humanlike way [73].
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Table 11. Games Found in Study 3’s Data Corpus and the Various Perspectives
from Which They Were Analyzed

Player: TLO Player: MaNa
Perspective 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 exhibition

live shoutcast � � � � � �
non-live analysis by shoutcaster � � � � � � �
non-live analysis by player � � � � � �
Please consult our supplemental materials for transcripts (just the live shoutcasts) and links to the videos.

understand and explain17 such behaviors when they initially responded to, investigated, and
judged them.

6.1 Inexplicably non-“optimal” choices: AlphaStar rarely makes a “Wall.”

Shoutcasters and player were both mystified as to why AlphaStar rarely arranged its base to form
a wall.18 That AlphaStar rarely exhibited this behavior, people found inexplicable.

The first time Shoutcaster Team 12 observed this, they expressed surprise:

Shoutcaster Team 12: “This is a tactic that we use in Protoss vs Protoss to make kind
of a wall, so that your opponent can’t get into your base, but AlphaStar is skipping
that altogether. There are very few Protosses in Europe that don’t wall off.”

They went on to describe some dire consequences that can arise from the decision not to wall
off:

Shoutcaster Team 12: “But it’s just I’m so interested right now because I see, for in-
stance, [player] TLO is making two adepts [mobile unit], and this is the main reason
why you’ll make a wall at your ramp, so that those adepts can’t come in and start to
destroy your probes [workers].”

In MaNa’s Game 3, after Shoutcaster Artosis had observed several more games, AlphaStar ac-
tually did choose to make a wall—garnering surprise that it had made an exception:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “We see that this, this agent of AlphaStar has decided to wall that
top of that ramp, so, you know, we’ve seen that off and on but mostly not happening.”

From the player perspective, Player MaNa was also very surprised when AlphaStar finally used a
wall and bemoaned the lack of discernible patterns in the agent.19

Player MaNa: “I see the wall off, like, what, what is, what is going on? Like, the
previous two games there was no wall-off, this time it’s was a wall-off. So what is the
approach here? What is he, what is AlphaStar going to do? I don’t see any tendencies.”

17Artosis and MaNa were a little faster analyzing replays than the participants in our game enthusiasts study (Table 8),

but the proportions in how those participants and the professionals here allocated their time were similar. The Real-Time

Ratios for the non-live analyses reported in section ranged from 0.67 to 2.69 with Mean=1.25 ± .51 and Median=1.15.
18Making a wall refers to using buildings (mostly) to block off the entrance to one’s base, making it harder to attack. An

example of a wall is shown in Figure 11.
19One reason for the lack of discernible tendencies may lie in DeepMind’s use of five different network configurations that

were combined to form the AlphaStar “agent”—which really is more of a team of agents.
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Fig. 11. Two frames from MaNa’s analysis of Game 5, separated by 2 seconds. The frames show a risky
choice the AI made that most human players would avoid; and the AI then getting punished for it. Left: A
ramp, with AlphaStar’s army at the bottom. Around the ramp is terrain (highlighted by the superimposed
red lines) that cannot be traversed by most ground units. At the top of the ramp, AlphaStar cannot see what
enemy units await (note the superimposed white circles are empty). Right: Uh oh! Player MaNa did indeed
have an army above the ramp (where white circles were), including a sentry. The sentry has cast a “Force
Field”—which renders terrain impassable. The sentry used it to block the ramp, so AlphaStar’s stalker in the
top right is now prevented from joining the fight.

In the end, the shoutcasters made it quite clear they thought walling off is an “optimal” choice:

Shoutcaster Team 12: “ Now, I think there are ways that you can get away with not
walling off at the ramp. <later> Once again, we still have agreed, as a Starcraft 2
community, that walling off is the optimal wayto play Starcraft 2—unless you
are 100% convinced that you have the right answer for a potential first two adepts
[mobile unit].”

Thus, Shoutcaster Team 12 and Player MaNa clearly agreed that AlphaStar’s rarity of walling off
was a failing, and could not understand why AlphaStar rarely chose to engage in this presumably
optimal behavior.

However, during the exhibition match, the longest-trained AlphaStar did choose to make a wall
and received the following response:

Shoutcaster Team 12: “We see that this agent of AlphaStar has decided to wall that
top of that ramp. So, you know, we’ve seen that off and on, but mostly not happening.
It is so interesting to think that it taught itself then though, because it has been, you
know, playing against itself. The reinforcement learning that eventually, you know,
one AlphaStar made two adepts [mobile unit] and killed a whole bunch of probes
[workers] while the other AlphaStar is like ‘Hey, I should actually start walling off!’
Enough AlphaStars in a room for 200 years, and you get some very strong strategies.
One of them was the one to open up with adepts... ”

This quote makes clear one of the challenges for AI learning that behaviors like walling are good—
it is contingent on the opponent making specific choices.

6.2 Understanding “risky” choices: AlphaStar does not fear going up “Ramps.”

For human StarCraft players, going up ramps is often considered to be very risky, because vision
of what lies at the top of the ramp is limited, as shown in Figure 11. Yet AlphaStar considers going
up ramps to be much more viable than humans do.
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Shoutcaster Team 12: “Very risky by AlphaStar to go through a ramp like this is a
very narrow ramp. <later> We are very worried in general to go up ramps, because
once again, the force field is an incredibly powerful spell [also shown in Figure 11] in
Protoss vs Protoss.”

AlphaStar’s fearlessness paid great dividends during two games, resulting in wins and accolades:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “I feel like this is almost like a lesson, this game. Indecisiveness.
It’s like if you’ve chosen the strategy, you live by the sword, you die by the sword.”

In Game 1, MaNa also described how unexpected it was for his opponent to simply walk up the
ramp—which led to AlphaStar winning because of a play error MaNa made:

Player MaNa: “ I forgot to turn this gateway [unit producing structure] into the warp-
gate [an upgraded unit producing structure]. That’s a crucial mistake that should not
have happened. . . so what everybody would do, a human player is like, look, it scouted
my 4-gate [4 gateways] right? I’m not going to be walking out that ramp. There
should be a sentry [support unit] ready, but, I made a mistake here.”

Later, in Game 5 MaNa made a similar observation:

Player MaNa: “But AlphaStar just goes in [up a ramp]. Doesn’t care if I have a Sentry
[support unit] or not. . . I do not.”

The Sentry unit is what can make going up a ramp dangerous,20 causing Artosis to observe:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “It felt like sentries [support unit] were good against AlphaStar.
It totally out micros in situation like stalker vs. stalker [mobile unit] but as soon as
you have something like sentries it seems like it would fall down. Some of the TLO
games were like that as well where it was just like shoving its way up here [ramps].”

Toward the end of his non-live analysis, Shoutcaster Artosis offered the following summary of
the weaknesses he had identified:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “Over the course of these 11 games, the things that we found
out is, AlphaStar had most problems with forcefields [spell] and ramps in general. It
seems like the most mistakes were made in those types of situations. But it also got
wins because of some of those moves too, right? Like, there’s a lot of times where you
give a ton of respect to a ramp as a human player because you have been hurt so
many times trying to go up a ramp.”

This illustrates a challenge in understanding the strengths and weaknesses of AI systems, as the
same risky behavior might be both a strength and a weakness simultaneously.

6.3 “Worthless” or “worthwhile” after all? AlphaStar employs
tactics that are initially laughable.

Despite the overall strong performance from AlphaStar, there were a few moments where it made
obviously bad decisions, garnering the amusement of the humans observing it. In the following
example, MaNa managed to cause AlphaStar to move its entire army back and forth across the
map several times, responding to harassment from a single dropship.

20The Sentry is a unit capable of casting a spell called “Force Field,” which makes a portion of the terrain impassable. This

spell can be used to close off a ramp entirely, allowing a player to “split” the incoming army and fight only half at a time

(as MaNa has demonstrated in the right side of Figure 11).
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Shoutcaster Artosis: “Oh. Time to go home again. All the way from up there. . . Yeah.
It’s totally bugged out. It has no idea what to do here. It’s just so funny. It keeps
blinking [casting a spell that teleports stalkers a short distance]! I love it.”

Sometimes, however, when human observers’ initial response was amusement, it then gave way
to some respect. For example, in MaNa Game 5, AlphaStar made a series of very unorthodox choices
(employing a shield battery rush, attempting a gas resource steal, and making a pylon in MaNa’s
base when he blocked the gas steal). MaNa’s initial reaction to all of this was to laugh:

Player MaNa: “So I don’t let AlphaStar take my gas [resource node]. AlphaStar is like
confused like, “Oh boop beep bawp beep beowp!” <laughs> Doesn’t know what to
do. So what AlphaStar does at this moment (and this confuses the crap out of me) he
makes a freaking pylon [support structure] in my main! And at this point I’m losing
my mind. I think I laughed at this moment. Yeah, I zoomed in on the pylon. Just
realized that.”

Shoutcaster Artosis had a similar initial response:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “Wow that’s fascinating. Why did it make a Pylon? That seems
to be about as worthless as anything could ever be.”

However, after about 8 minutes of observation and analysis, Artosis softened, stating:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “Was that Pylon [support structure] something to buy time for
the forward shield battery [a structure which heals units]? Because obviously if that
Pylon is not there, the stalkers [mobile units] are down, looking around, right?... The
pylon helped it, no matter how you look at this, that Pylon was a worthwhile
sacrifice.”

Player MaNa, however, did not credit the pylon—instead crediting AlphaStar with a “master
plan” and blaming himself:

Player MaNa: “This game is... the most wrongly judged game that I have played in a
while. Because I was losing 4-0, I thought that AlphaStar has a mastermind plan that
it’s not what it seems to be, you know? That this is something different. It’s a master
plan... <a few minutes later> ...And I am like ‘Oh my god. This is some bulls***.’
Because, what AlphaStar did, made no sense for me. I had no idea. I was so in the
dark... <a few minutes later> This, this Immortal was super lucky, and this game I
should have won, just like game 1, but because I’m just a human player, I make
mistakes.”

The above example shows AlphaStar exhibiting a series of very strange behaviors in a single
game. Both MaNa and Artosis found the behavior laughable at first, but Artosis then warmed to
this tactical choice. His change in attitude toward this non-traditional choice AlphaStar made is a
microcosm of our next example, which stretches across almost all the games AlphaStar played.

6.4 “A Different Kind of StarCraft”: AlphaStar May have Revolutionized Resource
Gathering in StarCraft

In some ways, the AlphaStar agent breaks years of tradition. A prime example is that the con-
ventional wisdom in StarCraft is to make 16 workers harvesting minerals in each base—a belief
so strong that it has been baked into the glyphs of the game, as shown in Figure 12. However,
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Fig. 12. Screenshot from replay file at 2:55 in AlphaStar vs. MaNa Game 2. We added callouts to highlight
AlphaStar’s worker allocation. Note that the interface suggests that 16 is the “correct” number of workers
with which to harvest minerals, while AlphaStar has chosen to allocate 21. Note that this “Oversaturation”
(as the shoutcasters call it) causes the text to turn red—compare to the glyph for workers harvesting gas.

AlphaStar consistently (but not always) produced 20+ workers harvesting minerals in its main
base.

At first, in TLO Game 3, the unorthodox play from AlphaStar was greeted with surprise:

Shoutcaster Team 12: “Did you see the amount of probes that AlphaStar has in the
main base? [AlphaStar has 27] I mean, it is technically mining a few more minerals,
but in Starcraft 2, we like to say that 16 probes on a mineral line is perfect.
Technically, you mine a little more with 18, a little more with 20,... but that difference
is so small that you technically don’t want to go there as a competitive Starcraft 2
player. We normally try to minimize the amount of extra workers”

However, AlphaStar exhibited this behavior in most of the games. This, combined with how suc-
cessful the AlphaStar agent was vs. the pros, led the shoutcasters’ attitudes about it to evolve, as
shown by the following quotes, presented in chronological order:

Shoutcaster Team 12, TLO Game 3: “AlphaStar, who, once again, is super saturat-
ing his nexus here [with 27 workers]. It’s definitely creating a pretty big advan-
tage, since it has been building probes non stop as well. Our observer showing us the
income right now on the side of AlphaStar quite a bit higher than the income of TLO
[≈1,800 to ≈1,550].”
Shoutcaster Team 12, MaNa Game 1: “Three or four probes already going down. Five.
Well, one was a scout as well, so this is kind of a funny thing about AlphaStar though
is that AlphaStar always overmakes probes, so the economy is not actually that
bad.”
Shoutcaster Team 12, MaNa Game 1: “Each game so far, AlphaStar has been pretty
slow on [making a second base], but continually making those probes. 21 in that
main base so far.”
Shoutcaster Team 12, MaNa Game 4: “We have seen TLO killing quite a few probes
and seen MaNa do some damage as well to that economy. AlphaStar just kind of
makes a lot of probes to make up for that... Most pros have come to the conclusion
that losing workers this early into the game is not optimal. That’s like a very long
standing thing that is believed about Starcraft, you know. Starcraft’s been out for
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Table 12. Questions Artosis Formed after His Session Shoutcasting Games with AlphaStar,
Carried into His Session Doing Non-live Analysis

Beginning Questions + Ideas
1. The AlphaStar Agents that played TLO were not particularly good at Macro or Micro. Then
how did they win? This might make them more interesting than the Agents who played Mana.
2. For Agents who were good at Micro or Macro, what did they do to allocate themselves to
get into that position?
3. Higher Probe counts seemed to be consistent across all Agents. Why is this good or bad?
4. What did AlphaStar do well to win each game? Are there patterns here?
5. What are the interesting moves that AlphaStar did?

He consistently referred back to these questions between games.

over 20 years now. That is one of the basic tenets; don’t lose your workers early on.
They are very important, building up that economy.”
Shoutcaster Team 12, MaNa Game 4: “ One big difference that AlphaStar is doing
that almost no other professional StarCraft 2 player does is the amount of workers
that is being produced on one base. You know, up to 24 like going over 24 is 100%
pointless, but in general, going from, you know, above 16, there is just very slow pro-
gression, and we have decided, as a community, that we really don’t want to go over
16 too much. Maybe 18 is acceptable, but normally, you don’t see 24 workers on one
base. That is one thing that truly stands out for me.”

From a game opponent’s perspective, Player MaNa also seemed impressed, stating toward the
end of the live shoutcast:

Player MaNa: “After losing 5-0, I have learned a little bit. The way that AlphaStar
played the matchup was not that something I had any kind of experience with. It
was very hard to judge whatever AlphaStar was doing. It was a different kind of
StarCraft that I’ve ever played and it was a great experience for me to learn
something new from an AI.”

Shortly after saying that, MaNa played the exhibition match. Indeed, he did learn something from
the AI, as the shoutcasters observed during that match:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “I’m a little bit surprised by Mana’s approach here... He has too
many workers, unless he’s learning from AlphaStar already [MaNa has 21 workers
on minerals]... He was saying that maybe he learned something from this. I mean, if
AlphaStar went 10-0 against pro gamers by overmaking probes, maybe all of
us have been undermaking probes.”

Note that these observations, made during the live analysis, caused Artosis to begin his non-
live analysis with a desire to investigate this behavior (see Table 12, question 3). To do so, he
consistently looked at the effect of the probe “oversaturation” by switching to the income tab at
various points of time. At one such time, his response was:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “Lets check that income tab again. Seventeen probes [for MaNa].
Then twenty-four probes [for AlphaStar]. And obviously that will fluctuate. But you
can see that there is more income for the more probes.”

Toward the end of his analysis he summarized these checks as follows:
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Shoutcaster Artosis: “Throughout that I continued to look at... the oversaturation.
Like every game, AlphaStar has a higher income and I mean this is not a big surpirse
to anyone. We all know that sixteen out of sixteen is not completely perfect saturation
but its very close. Many of the games it was sitting around twenty in the main base
and that was giving a reasonable income boost over AlphaStar’s opponents.”

Artosis ended his analysis session with a discussion21 of the reasons why one might choose to
oversaturate workers and the implications of that decision. One possibility is that extra workers
provided resilience to the loss of workers, e.g.:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “It seemed like its Defense was based on... having enough probes,
so when the oracle [flying unit, effective at killing workers] flew in and killed 5, it
didn’t really matter.”

Another possibility Artosis proposed was that AlphaStar was producing the extra workers with
the intent to send them to its next base as soon as it was ready for them:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “The overproduction of probes, if an oracle [flying unit] does not
come in, the overproduction of probes is much, much better than that shield battery
[structure which heals units] is it not? You just transfer them to your natural expan-
sion. In StarCraft I, you are continually making workers with both Terran and Protoss
for a very long time. Because transfers are such a big deal in StarCraft 1, you really
want your base saturated as soon as... possible.”

Notably, Artosis’s discussion of why one might choose to oversaturate workers was a detailed
case analysis—and in some senses, a “rationale generation” exercise.22 Note that explanation in
the XAI sense has an element of introspection on the part of the actor (i.e., “Why did you, specifi-
cally you, do that?”), whereas rationale generation does not. Instead, it answers a slightly different
question, namely, “Why would anyone do that?” However, despite rationale generation’s capacity
to help the human understand the domain—in this context, it may devolve into rationalization
(meant here to carry the “connotation of making excuses” [15]). This points at a possible pitfall in
human evaluation of AI, as Artosis noted:

Shoutcaster Artosis: “There’s a lot of moves that AlphaStar does that... I can’t figure
out a good reason for them, right. You don’t want to just rationalize everything,
but I just wonder, right? The stalkers just move down and then as the probe came
back they turn around and walk back a little bit and then they turn around again.
And there’s behaviors like this actually pretty often. And I can’t come up with much
of anything that would really explain it...”

This remark brings up the danger of rationalization, namely, that ascribing reasons for a behav-
ior post hoc may not align with reasons actually considered by the agent when the behavior was
chosen.

6.4.1 Implications for a Future Interactive Explanation System. One unifying thread in this sec-
tion is that often the “rationale” for the AI’s behavior was not known until much later. This will be

21See our supplemental materials for a transcript of the text document he created performing case analysis on oversatura-

tion.
22We adopt Ehsan et al. usage of “rationale”: “to refer to natural language-based post-hoc explanations that are meant to

sound like what a human would say in the same situation. We opt for ‘rationale generation’ instead of ‘rationalization’ to

signal that the agency lies with the receiver and interpreter (human being) instead of the producer (agent).” [15].
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a challenge for XAI systems, and may be related to the rarity of Why in this domain (e.g., an event
happens, another event happens [possibly much later], and the semantic link between the two
events). In these analyses, the assessors had all the pieces, but still took quite a while to assemble
them—despite their significant domain expertise. An even greater challenge for XAI systems might
be cases of Why where there is an event, a semantic link, and the avoidance of a future event, e.g.,
one gets a vaccine so they do not get a disease.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Foraging Costs in XAI

Throughout this article, we have used Information Foraging Theory (IFT) to gain new insights
into what and how to explain in XAI systems. IFT enabled us to abstract beyond game-specific ob-
jects to constructs grounded in an established theory for humans’ information-seeking behaviors—
allowing us to “connect the dots” between our work and other research about people seeking in-
formation.

Taken together, the IFT implications highlight the costs our participants bore in the difficult
foraging problems they faced—some of which are new to IFT research. As one example, when
the participants did not follow the “right” paths, they paid a high information cost in the form
of lost information. However, it was not easy to find a “right” path quickly in the ever-changing
game environment, and attempting to do so exacted a high cognitive cost. Even when participants
relaxed the real-time pressure by pausing the replay and rewinding to review a sequence again,
rewinding then incurred a high navigation cost for the rewind-positioning and pausing. On top of
this, rewinding also incurred an additional cognitive cost of keeping track of both prior context and
current context to keep them together.

In fact, in XAI, “lightweight foraging” may be all that participants can afford to do, due to the
costs discussed above. Ragavan’s work with IFT coined this term in the context of examining for-
aging behaviors in Version Control Systems [59]. In software development projects with Version
Control Systems, changes from multiple developers can occur more rapidly than any one developer
has time to scrutinize, especially in large teams with many developers pushing commits. Ragavan’s
participants cared primarily about changes that affected their current task (more than 70%) and
ignored other information. This style of lightweight foraging was similar to foraging behaviors
our study’s participants also showed. However, Ragavan’s participants seemed more focused on
relevance than on cost, whereas our study’s participants faced so many costs, they had little oppor-
tunity to think beyond cost. Such high costs point to the challenges creators of future explanation
systems will need to overcome to create interactive explanation systems in which domain experts
can find what they need to know, when they need to know it.

7.2 How XAI Informs IFT

We now consider the opposite direction from most of this article and consider what XAI can con-
tribute to IFT.

The RTS domain presents a complex and rapidly changing environment, more so than other
IFT environments in the literature, e.g., Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) and web
sites [16, 17, 55, 58]. In the RTS domain, hundreds of actions happen each minute. Further, the
environment is continually affected by actions that do not originate with the forager.

The fact that participants faced many paths and had to rapidly triage which paths to follow
(Section 5.2) presents an interesting IFT challenge. Previous research [55] identified a “scaling up
problem” in IFT—a difficulty estimating value/cost of distant prey without paying those costs first
to make the estimate. The XAI version of a scaling-up foraging problem is different (recall Figure 8).
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Here, participants’ foraging paths were short, but the many paths simultaneously available then
required participants to compare the multiple paths’ value/cost estimates to decide among them.
This phenomenon can be regarded as a “breadth version” of the IFT scaling problem.

Previous work [55] has shown that “prey in pieces” creates foraging challenges, because finding
and assembling all the bits can be tedious and error-prone. In the XAI setting, participants’ prey
is an agent’s decision process, which is likewise “in pieces”—meaning that bits of it are scattered
over many patches. The “prey in pieces” problem becomes especially pronounced in XAI, because
it may not be clear to a domain expert which bit of evidence is the “last” bit of the prey they need,
whether there is more they need to know to understand the agent’s decision—or even whether the
same collection of evidence they have gathered would result in the agent behaving the same way
in the future. One thing XAI reveals to IFT from this is an understanding of a new variant of the
prey-in-pieces problem.

7.3 Threats to Validity

Every study has threats to validity [74]. For example, in qualitative analysis, segmenting spo-
ken language into sentences can pose problems. In our study, much of our data contained events
happening live and multiple speakers talking over one another, which introduced challenges in
deciding how to segment. It is possible that the segmentation affected our coding (e.g., perhaps
some Why’s got cut in half during segmentation).

Aspects of our game enthusiasts study may have influenced participants to ask less questions,
such as when they did not have a reasonable expectation of an answer from their partner or the
interface. Some potential questions were also phrased as statements, such as:

Pair9-P18: “It’s interesting that it [the “AI”] still hasn’t taken its Vespene Geysers
[resource nodes] at some of its bases.”

Note how this statement begs the question of “Why didn’t the agent take its resource nodes?”
Also, participants took different amounts of time to do the task, ranging from 20 minutes to an
hour—so certain participant pairs talked more than others. These effects create a form of sampling
bias.

Similarly, the researchers assigned participants into their pairs during the game enthusiast study.
This could have led to participants who were not well matched personally or stylistically, which
could affect both their utterances and their foraging strategies. Alternatively, it also could be that
utterances/strategies shifted during the study as the participants got to know each other.

Some aspects of the game enthusiasts study design may also have increased focus on certain
temporal aspects of the game. This focus adjustment, in addition to the lab setting, probably made
the tasks less representative of how experienced domain experts would forage for information to
assess an intelligent agent.

We recruited domain experts (people with at least some gaming experience) to be our partic-
ipants. However, domain experts are a simpler case for XAI than novices, because domain ex-
perts already have a foundation of concepts and vocabulary upon which an explanation can build.
How our results generalize to populations without such domain expertise is an open question.
Another possible threat is that our participants in the game enthusiasts study were primarily uni-
versity students. An advantage is that university students are a popular demographic for RTS
gaming, and this helped assure that participants would have the motivations and background we
sought for our investigation. Still, students may be different from other game-playing popula-
tions such as in their social behaviors and life experiences, which may affect the generality of our
results.
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Last, we selected a small set of game replays from a very large pool, using criteria that focused
on high-level competitions. It could be that our sample does not represent the population well.
Additionally, in the game enthusiast study, it could be that our task was not well matched to future
human assessment of AI systems, since the pro players likely exhibited few discernible “bugs.”

Threats like these can be addressed only by additional empirical studies across a spectrum of
study designs, types of intelligent interfaces, and intelligent agents—and, most importantly, with
an explanation interface.

8 CONCLUSION

In this article, we have considered explainable AI in the RTS domain using information foraging
theory perspectives from both expert explainers (shoutcasters) and domain experts. We also inves-
tigated how these expert explainers put together explanations in this domain, with an eye toward
informing the content in future explanation systems for the RTS domain. Our third study then
considered new challenges arising when experts try to understand and explain a real AI’s actions
in this domain. Among the results were:

• Satisficing: As model explainers, the shoutcasters revealed strategies for “satisficing” with
explanations that may not have precisely answered all the questions the audience had in
mind, but were feasible given the time and resource constraints in effect when comprehend-
ing, assessing, and explaining—all in real time as play progressed. These strategies may be
likewise applicable to interactive explanation systems.

• Strategic use of language: The detailed contents of the shoutcasters’ explanations revealed
patterns of how they paired properties with different objects and actions. Interactive expla-
nation systems may be able to leverage these patterns to communicate succinctly about an
agent’s tactics and strategies.

• “What,” not “Why”: The shoutcasters and the game enthusiasts alike favored What informa-
tion over the abundance of Whys in others’ previous research. Their Whats were nuanced,
complex and, especially for the game enthusiasts, sometimes expensive.

• Where the most information lay: The most commonly used information patch types by both
the shoutcasters and the game enthusiasts were the Actuators (“A” in the PEAS model). This
suggests that explanation systems should consider maximizing availability of information
from the Actuators, with strong support also for Environment and Sensor information.

• Costs, costs, and more costs: The dynamically changing RTS environment and the breadth-
heavy information structure brought to both the shoutcasters and the game enthusiasts
unique foraging problems with high navigation, information, and cognitive costs.

• The unconventional: strength or weakness? When evaluating the AlphaStar RTS agent, shout-
caster and game enthusiast alike ran into cases where it was really hard to tell a strength
from a weakness. In lieu of explanations by the system itself, the humans attempted to
rationalize the agent’s behaviors in ways that seemed logical to them. It is possible that
rationalizations like these may do more harm than good to people’s mental models when
they do not match the actual reasons the AI behaved the way it did.

More generally, the Information Foraging Theory perspective on these humans’ attempts to
explain and understand an AI provided a unifying view of the challenges ahead in explaining AI to
people who are not AI experts. The use of this theory revealed opportunities for future explainable
AI systems to enable domain experts to find the information they need to understand, assess, and
ultimately decide when and how much to trust their intelligent agents.
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